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About the report
Winmate, Inc. issues our annual Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)
report to promote meaningful communication between our company and our stakeholders
regarding non-financial information such as environmental impact, social responsibility, and
corporate governance. Winmate continuously strives towards a vision of strategic growth
through sustainable development.

Scope of Reporting
Report Timeframe: January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020
Reporting Category: Non-financial performance indicators are mainly based on the
Taiwan head office. Financial data for the consolidation process and the consolidated
financial reporting information of various subsidiaries have been verified by publicly
acknowledged accounting firms. The relevant financial figures in the report are based on NT
dollars. When other currencies are disclosed, they will be stated accordingly. In comparison
with the scope of last year's report, the scope for this report remains unchanged.
Report Release: The first Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance Report was
published in 2008, and Winmate continues to disclose performance data on all aspects of
enterprise sustainable development yearly. All of Winmate's annual ESG achievements and
efforts can be found in the "Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance" section,
where the ESG reports can be downloaded.
Website: winmate.com.tw
Release Date: Aug 2021
Last release date: September 2020
Next release Time: Expected Jul 2022
Preparation: This report follows core GRI Standards issued by the Global Reporting
Initiative in which the United Nations refers to as Sustainable Development Goals. Winmate
adheres to international standards for commitment, strategy, and implementation for
sustainable development during the reported period. If you have any comments or
suggestions regarding Winmate’s ESG Report, you are welcome to contact us. We will
respond as soon as possible. Thank you.
Mr. Yan, Chief Sustainability Officer, Winmate Inc.
Address: 9F, NO.111-6, Shing-De Rd., San-Chung Dist., New Taipei City 24158, ROC.
TEL: 02-8511-0288
FAX: 02-8511-1108
Email: CSR@winmate.com.tw
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1 - Overview
1.1 Message from our Chairman:
"Drive a Better Future with Sustainable Development "
At Winmate, we are aware that Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance
(ESG) is vital to the success of our business. We are strongly committed to
creating strategic growth by implementing sustainable ESG practices.
To achieve our commitment to environmental and social responsibility, best
practices are incorporated into our core business model, beginning with product
design, following through the entire manufacturing process to customer service.
Also, we address ESG concerns throughout our internal operations as an essential
part of business strategy, corporate policies, and education and training programs.
Winmate also abides by established environmental protection policies such as
ISO14001 Environmental Management, IECQ QC080000 Hazardous Substance
Process Management, and ISO14064-1 Greenhouse Gas Inventory System. These
efforts allow us to enhance our corporate culture, improve our work environment's
quality, serve our customers' high expectations, and deliver valued returns to our
stakeholders.
Winmate is proud to issue this year's ESG report highlighting our commitment to
sustainable growth and development and showcasing the results of our continued
efforts to address the challenges we faced in Environmental, Social and Corporate
Governanceover the past year.
I want to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to all stakeholders
who are concerned about our growth and development. Thank you for your longstanding support and trust during this time of rapid changes and challenges
in domestic and international markets. Winmate will continue to grow with our
customers and fulfill our social responsibilities as global corporate citizens.
Ken Lu, Chairman
Winmate Inc.
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1.2 About Winmate

★ Technology & Strategy

Company Profile

■ Establish the domestic market as the exemplary application model.

Founded in 1996, Winmate Inc. is a pioneer in rugged computing technology. For
over two decades, Winmate has provided business leaders worldwide with reliable,
rugged solutions made for the most challenging industrial conditions. As one of
the first companies to start manufacturing industrial displays and touch screen
devices, the company has continued to refine its signature 'rugged' technology
and engineering expertise to create high-performance products.
Winmate products are marketed multinationally in more than 30 countries
establishing a strong, reliable, industrial computer brand. Winmate has international
business teams in the United States, Germany, Italy, China, with a domestic base
in Taiwan. We also work with leading sales
and distribution partners to establish strategic
cooperative relations to provide customers
better quality and after-sales maintenance
services. Products are tested by international
standards and provide MIL-STD-461F/810G or
ATEX features of products to meet the needs of
different industrial environments.
Company: Winmate Inc.
1996 /01/23
Found:
Industrial: Rugged display, rugged computer &
mobile solution, and Rugged notebook
Capital: NTD 7.24 hundred million
Stock Ticker: 3416 (TWSE)
Chairman: Ken Lu
Taiwan 396 (2020/12/31)
Staff:
Address (Headquarters):
9F, NO.111-6, Shing-De Rd., San-Chung Dist., New
Taipei City 24158, ROC.
Address (Factory):
8F, NO.111-6, Shing-De Rd., San-Chung Dist., New
Taipei City 24158, ROC.

■ Develop intelligent handheld devices.
■ Stay ahead with leading technology and rapid product development.
★ Marketing Strategy
■ Apply the concept of visual marketing of consumer products for industrial-grade
products.
 trengthen the information network system and establish a global distribution
■S
mechanism.
■ Further establish the Winmate brand as a high-quality product provider.

★ Production & Procurement Strategy
■ Manage production to achieve quality, efficiency and cost-competitive advantage.
■ Ensure a stable supply of raw materials with upstream manufacturers.
■ Adopt an international division of labor strategy for cost competitive advantage.

★ Management & Financial Strategy
■ Nurture internal talent and develop a highly-competent team of professionals.
 stablish a global operations management system with marketing, logistics and
■E
information database.
 trengthen internal management and operational capabilities with robust and
■S
flexible financial operations.

GLOBAL OPERATIONS HEADQUARTERS /
INNOVATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CENTER,WILL BE COMPLETED IN 2024
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2020 Important Achievements And Recognition
Corporate Governance
EY (Ernst & Young) Entrepreneur Of The Year in Taiwan, 2020
Taiwan's EY Entrepreneur Award recognizes the experiences of outstanding business operators and shares their unique and high-minded strategies and leadership style,
with the goal to promote Taiwan's prosperity with these joining forces, and pave the way for the next generation to create a new future for Taiwan and make Taiwan's
entrepreneurs shine in the world. In 2020, EY selected Chairman Ken Lu as the leader of the “Rising Innovator Entrepreneur”, and in recent years, Winmate’s (3146) growth
in brand value is also the highest among all industrial PC brands.
10 Best CEOs of 2020
Industry Era, a digital technology magazine, has selected Ken Lu, Chairman of Winmate Inc., as one of the world's most influential leaders in the innovation economy
in the field of rugged tablet innovation. Chairman Lu was selected by Industry Era as one of the 10 Best CEOs leaders for his outstanding innovative thinking, business
acumen and business management skills. 10 Best CEOs is an annual event that recognizes the world's 10 most influential leaders in the data economy today.

Market Recognition
Taiwan Excellence Award
Winmate’s fully rugged tablet products won the 2021 Taiwan Excellence
Award from 8,697 entries. The winning products are highly recognized
for their research and development, design, quality, marketing excellence,
and innovation. This could improve brand visibility around the world, and
promote the brand and its award-winning achievements.
Innovative Global Rugged Mobile Technology Developer
Acquisition International, a UK-based monthly digital business magazine,
selected Winmate, the world's leading industrial PC solutions provider, as
the winner of “Innovative Global Rugged Mobile Technology Developer –
2020.” The award recognizes top companies, products, and technologies
in artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of Things, edge computing, mobile
devices, and emerging industry technologies.
10 Oil and Gas Tech Solution Providers 2020
My TechMag, a U.S. technology magazine, selected Winmate, the leader
that specializes in the design and manufacturing of heavy industrial smart
solutions and a member of Intel's Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, as
the winner of “Oil and Gas Tech Solution Provider.” Winmate’s products,
which it designs, manufacturers, and sells globally, include systems,
industrial LCD monitors, rugged tablets, industrial control machines and
other equipment and related accessories, providing OEM/ ODM customers
and system integrators complete and professional hardware and software
solutions.

50 Most Trustworthy Companies of the Year 2020
The Silicon Review had named Winmate among the “50 Most Trustworthy
Companies of the Year 2020”. Winmate’s mission is “providing innovative
rugged computer solution platforms to help customers improve efficiency,
performance and productivity, creating a sustainable smart earth”. It is
committed to provide competitive products and services to meet customer
needs, with the goal to be “the most trusted partner in the era of IoT”.
30 Most Innovative Companies To Watch 2020
In recent years, Winmate Inc. has rapidly entered the Internet of Things and
related vertical markets, and has achieved fruitful results in the industrial
fields, including smart retail, transportation, industrial automation, network
security and industrial tablets. CIO Bulletin had named Winmate among
"30 Most Innovative Companies To Watch 2020", demonstrating its effort in
being an innovative enterprise and designing innovative products has been
highly recognized.
10 Best Companies of 2020
Winmate, the global leader in industrial IoT, was the third largest provider of
rugged tablets in the European Union and grew its revenue by 15%. Given
these, Winmate was awarded “10 Best Companies of 2020” by Industry
Tech Outlook (ITO), an European magazine. Winmate gradually realizes
its corporate vision of “sustainable operation, value creation, and balance
of benefits” through different aspects, including corporate governance,
business strategy, and academic-industry cooperation.
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Winmate’s global operations headquarters in Taiwan is responsible for research and development, business, manufacturing and production, legal, accounting, and
information systems management. Winmate and G-Win brands are marketed in 50 countries worldwide, with central sales locations in the United States, Europe, the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Russia, and India.
Winmate is committed to providing integrated applications of hardware, software, and services around the world with a priority on our customers. With a mission to provide
quality computers in the rugged industrial sector, more than 500 people worldwide and are committed to research and development, design, marketing, sales, and product
services.
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Management Systems and Standards
Over the years, Winmate has committed to building and improving our management
process systems. Since 2002 we have adopted and obtained ISO 9001:2015 quality
management, ISO 14001:2015 environmental management, IECQ QC080000:2017
hazardous substances Process management, ISO 14064-1:2006 greenhouse gas
certification, ISO 13485:2016 medical equipment quality management and IECEx and ATEX
explosion-proof quality management system certification. We have actively expanded a
diversified base market, established a sustainable and excellent management system to
serve customers. In daily operations, per the spirit and principles of ISO System P (Plan),
D (Do), C (Check), A (Action), whether in terms of quality, environment, safety and health,
actions will be planned and evaluated in advance, and then implemented based on the
results of the assessment, and finally at each stage of the work checked and corrective
measures are proposed when necessary. This process helps to improve product quality,
reduce operational risks, reduce energy consumption, increase resource utilization, and
prevent accidents, thereby maintaining a good, comfortable, and safe working environment
and reducing our environmental impact.

System

Validation Period

ISO 9001: 2015
Quality Management System

2019/8/22~2022/8/22

ISO 14001: 2015
Environmental Management System

2019/8/22~2022/8/22

IECQ QC 080000: 2017
Hazardous Substance Process
Management System

2019/9/5~2022/9/4

ISO 13485: 2016
Medical equipment quality
management system

2018/12/19~2021/12/19

IEC80079-34: 2011
Explosion-proof quality
management system

2019/12/19~2021/6/29

Certificate

2. ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management System: balance maintaining established
benefits with reducing environmental impacts, reducing potential environmental risks, and
meeting environmental commitments to comply with regulations.
3. IECQ QC080000:2017 Hazardous Substances Management System: Systematic
management of products and processes of hazardous substances, understand the risks
of products and regulations, reduce costs, improve efficiency and take measures to
ensure that customers provide quality products or services.
4. ISO 14064-1: Quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and removals at
the organizational level in 2006: By reviewing the process and results, we do have a clear
grasp of our greenhouse gas emissions and will continue to work on greenhouse gas
reductions in the future, slowing global warming trends, and doing our part as part of the
global village.
5. ANSI/ESD S20.20:2007 Static protection control management: reduce the failure rate
of finished products caused by static electricity and their economic losses, enhance
customer confidence in the quality of electro remote restorative protection management.
6. ISO 13485:2016 Medical Device Quality Management System: a quality management
system dedicated to the medical device industry. Help enhance the company's physical
fitness, enhance overall competitiveness, and meet the world's demand for medical
product safety and marketing products to the global market.
7. ISO/IEC 80079-34:2016 Explosion-proof Quality Management System: Explosionproofing is a significant public safety issue. We focus on intrinsically safe design to provide
unique workplaces and equipment safety, from product design, manufacturing, testing,
production, and rigorous implementation. Provide customers with the ability to use the
product in a potentially explosive environment.

Our Management System:
1. ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System: to provide customers with confidence in
product quality and service while improving the internal quality management system,
reducing the cost of quality disputes and repeated assessment, and pursuing high
standards and continuous improvement.
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1.3 Report Scope and Reporting Period
Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance
Winmate is committed to the implementation of Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance, through the promotion of corporate governance, the development of
a sustainable environment, and the maintenance of social welfare. Winmate established an interdepartmental "ESG Promotion Group", and the Chairman appointed the
Deputy General Manager as the key convener, with various ESG representatives responsible for preparing ESG reports, planning ESG-related work (including corporate
governance, customer care, employee care, environmental sustainment, and social welfare, etc.), coordinating all units to handle ESG-related matters, and reporting annual
ESG implementation results to the Board of Directors.
The Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance organizational structure is shown in the figure below:

Board of Directors
Chairman
General manager

ESG Promotion Group

Corporate
Governance

Customer Care

Employee care

• Integrity management

• Products and services

• Salary and benefits

• Organizational strategy

• Customer information
confidential

• Labour Relations

ESG executive Secretary

Environmental
sustainability
• Environmental sustainability
policy

• Education Training

• Energy-saving and carbon
reduction management

• Professional environment

• Green procurement

• Internal Control

• Respect human rights

• Supply Chain management

• Protection of shareholder
rights

• Gender equality

• Waste management

• Information Security
Management

• Customer rights Protection

• Compliance

• Green products

Social welfare
• Philanthropic
• Community
• Public welfare
• Corporate image
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Identify Stakeholders
According to the degree of mutual impact, seven categories of stakeholders were selected: including employees, customers, suppliers, investors, media, communities, and
government departments. The company communicates with its stakeholders via different channels to understand their needs and demands, and to foster good relations.
The official website has a section for stakeholder communication and also an external mailbox dedicated to stakeholders.
Issues of concern and communication channels are detailed in the table below:
Stakeholder

Staff

Customer

Key concerns

Communication pipeline and practice

Response

•
•
•
•

Employment Relations
Training and Education
Employee Welfare
Occupational Health and Safety

• Labour Communication Conference Remuneration Committee
• The holding of the FCA Employees' Internal Web Page and Employee Opinion
MailBox
• Sexual Harassment Complaint Line
• Fraud or Violation of Industry Ethics Whistleblower MailBox Education and Training

•
•
•
•

Compliance
Procurement Practices
Raw Materials and Energy
Information Security and Customer
Privacy

• Customer Opinion Questionnaire
• Customer Audit Discussion
Chapter 2: Corporate Governance
• Phone, E-mail Discussion, Various Business Meetings, Domestic and International Chapter 3: Operational Development
Exhibitions

Suppliers

• Economic Performance
• Procurement Practice
• Environmental Assessment

•
•
•
•
•

Investors

• Economic Performance
• Integrity Management
• Regulation and Compliance

• Shareholder’s meeting,
• Investor conferences, shareholder's line/mailbox, publicly disclosed information for Chapter 1: Overview
the public,Investor section on the company website,
Chapter 2: Corporate Governance
• Issued annual reports

• Economic performance
• Integrity management
• Market position

• Company website /E-mailcorrespondence, legal entity representation,
• PR presentation, press conference/ press release

Chapter 2: Corporate Governance
Chapter 3: Operational Development

• Environmental compliance
Community • Environmental protection
• Community participation

• Telephone, E-mail correspondence, stakeholder section on the company website,
building management committee

Chapter 4: Sustainable Environment
Chapter 5: Friendly Workplace

•
•
Government
•
•

• Official documents, telephone, E-mail correspondence, seminar participation

Chapter 4: Sustainable Environment
Chapter 5: Friendly Workplace

Media

Anti-corruption
Employment relations
Occupational health and safety
Non-discriminatory Practice

Supplier evaluation,
Supplier questionnaire
Supplier On-site Audit
Mail-responseDiscussion
Anti-corruption report mailbox

Chapter 5: Friendly Workplace

Chapter 3: Operational Development
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Material Issues
In addition to the usual various communication channels and feedback mailbox
information collection, the topics of concern to our stakeholders were also
understood through questionnaires. We referenced the global reporting initiative's
organizational guidelines Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) to benchmark practices.
After examining relevant industry issues, supply chain policy requirements, as well
as international initiatives and trends, 35 topics were put forward.
We considered both the level of concern for stakeholders as well as potential
impact on the economy, society and environment and a total of 14 major issues
were determined.

 Economic

 Environment

 Society

G1 Economic Performance

E1 Raw Materials

S1 Employment Relationship

G2 Market Position

E2 Energy and Resource
Consumption

S2 Labor Management and
Relations

G3 Indirect Economic Impact

E3 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

S3 Occupational Safety and
Hygiene

G4 Procurement Practices

E4 Waste and Sewage

S4 Education and Training

G5 Anti-corruption

E5 Environmental Compliance

S5 Employee Diversity and
Equal Opportunities

G6 Anti-competitive Behavior

E6 Supplier Environmental
Assessment

S6 Anti-discrimination

G7 Corporate Governance

E7 Green Products

S7 Freedom of Association and
Collective Bargaining

G8 Ethics and Integrity

E8 Climate Change

S8 Child Labor

G9 Risk Management

S9 Forced Labor
S10 Human Rights Assessment
S11 Local Community

Level of stakeholder concern

S12 Supplier Social Assessment
S13 Public Policy
S14 Customer Health and
Safety
S15 Marketing and Labeling
S16 Customer Privacy
S17 Socio-economic
Compliance
S18 Conflict Minerals

Major issues addressed in this report:
Degree of impact on the economy, environment and society

Economic
Consideration
‧ Economic performance
‧ Market position
‧ Anti-corruption
‧ Ethics and integrity

Environment
Consideration

Social Consideration

‧ Raw Materials

‧ Labor relations

‧E
 nergy resource
consumption

‧ Occupational safety and health

‧ Greenhouse gas emissions

‧ Talent cultivation and education
and training

‧ Waste and Sewage

‧ Customer health and safety

‧S
 upplier environmental
assessment

‧S
 ocio-economic regulations are
followed
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Identify Subject Boundaries
For each issue identified as significant ,we evaluate its impact and determine whether it will have an impact inside or outside the
organization. The following table defines the internal and external boundaries of each issue.
Boundary table of major issues:
Boundary

Consideration

Economic

Environment

Social

The internal boundaries of the
organization
Winmate

Branch Office

Economic Performance

●

●

Market Position

●

Anti-corruption

●

Raw Material

●

Supplier Management

●

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

●

Energy and Resource
Consumption

●

Waste and Sewage

●

Employment

●

Industrial Relations

●

Training and Education

●

Occupational Safety and
Hygiene

●

Employee Diversity and
Equal Opportunities

●

Customer Health and
Safety

●

Compliance

●

●

The external boundaries of the
organization
Supply

Customer

●

●

● Significant; presently disclosed
○ Significant; consider future disclosure
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Winmate upholds high ethical standards, uses an effective power and
responsibility mechanism to maintain a high level of corporate governance for
the entire enterprise, and operates with a responsible and honest attitude to
meet the long-term interests of the company and shareholders. We firmly believe
that good corporate governance can establish a sound foundation for business
development, provide high-quality products and services to the market, and
enhance shareholders' equity.
Corporate governance supervisor setting and powers
In order to protect the rights and interests of shareholders and strengthen the
functions of the board of directors, on November 5, 2019, the board of directors
passed a resolution to appoint Deputy General Manager Yan Zhifu as the head of
corporate governance. Deputy President Yan Zhifu has 12 years of experience in
financial, accounting, stock affairs and corporate governance related affairs. The
main responsibilities of the corporate governance supervisor are to handle matters
related to the board of directors and the shareholders' meeting in accordance with
the law, prepare the minutes of the board of directors and shareholders' meetings,
assist directors and supervisors in their appointment and continuous education,
provide directors and supervisors with necessary information for business
execution, and assist in complying with laws and regulations.
Corporate governance structure

Board of
Directors

Renumeration
Committee
Special
Committees
for Merger/
Consolidation &
Acquisition

Auditing Office

2.1 Board of Directors
The board of directors is the company's highest governance unit and the center
of major business decision-making. Its responsibilities include appointing and
supervising the company's management, supervising business performance,
supervising the company's compliance with laws and regulations, the company's
articles of association, and the resolutions of the shareholders meeting, and is
committed to maximizing shareholder rights. The board of directors should be
responsible for the overall operating conditions of the company, set precise goals,
and strive to achieve them. The board of directors shall be accountable to the
shareholders' meeting. The remuneration of the directors must be submitted
to the shareholders' meeting for resolutions. The shareholders shall decide and
recognize the business results of the board of directors as a way to measure the
management performance of the company's highest governance unit. Through
the performance measurement of the board of directors, it is helpful to improve the
quality and efficiency of the board of directors' decision-making, and achieve the
purpose of effective management and supervision of the company. At present, the
company's board of directors has seven directors and three supervisors, including
two independent directors.
The company's articles of association specify the professional qualifications,
shareholding, part-time restrictions, nomination and selection methods, and other
compliance matters of independent directors, in accordance with the relevant
regulations of the securities authority. The nomination and selection of independent
directors of the company comply with the relevant professional qualifications,
independence determination and part-time restrictions of the "Regulations
Governing Appointment of Independent Directors and Compliance Matters for
Public Companies", which achieves effective supervision, safeguards shareholders'
rights and interests, and strengthens corporate governance.

Chairman
General manager
Management
Echelon
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Member of the Board
The company adopts a candidate nomination system for the selection and appointment of directors. In addition to professional knowledge and rich corporate governance
experience, it also values the conduct and ethical reputation of its directors. Members of the 11th Board of Directors (appointed by the shareholders meeting on 108/5/24)
Main academic experience:
Job title

Name

Director

Premier Touch Corporation,
Representative：Ken Lu

Director

Kevin Yeh

Director

ONYX Healthcare, Inc.
Representative：Yung-Shun Chuang

Director

Rui Hai Investment Co., Ltd.,
Representative：Fu-Chieh Zhuang

Director

Advantech Co., Ltd.,
Representative：Wei-Chih Liu

Independent
Director
Independent
Director

Education background

Attendance rate

Chairman and R&D Head of Winmate Inc.
Independent Director of Simula Technology Inc
MBA, The University of Melbourne, Australia
Department of Business Administration, National Taiwan University

100%

Vice President of Winmate Inc.
Master of Computer Science, State University of New York, USA.
Department of Information Science, Tunghai University

83%

Chairman of AAEON Technology Inc.
Chairman of ONYX Healthcare Inc.
Honorary Doctor of Engineering, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology

100%

Chairman of SPARK Technologies Inc.
Assistant Manager of research and development, AAEON Technology Inc.
Master, Carnegie Mellon University, USA.
EMBA, National Chengchi University

100%

Director of Mildex Optical Inc.
Manager of Advantech Co., Ltd.
John Hopkins Global MBA
Department of Physics, National Dong Hwa University

100%

Fa-Ta Hsieh

Independent Director of Kinpo Electronics, Inc.
Representative, Taipei Economic & Cultural office in Singapore
Master of Economics, National Chengchi University

100%

Tung-Lai Hu

Professor, Department of Business and Management, National Taipei University of Technology
Independent Director of ESON Precision Engineering Co. Ltd.
Doctor of Business, National Taiwan University

100%

100%

Supervisor

Shih-Yang Tsai

Chairman, Smart Management Consulting Co., Ltd.
Chairman of Forte Investment (Stock) Company
Co-founder of Advantech Co., Ltd.
Department of Applied Mathematics (Information Dept.), Chinese Culture University

Supervisor

Wei-Sheng Wang

President of Bonnar Industrial Co.,Ltd.
Department of Business Administration, Tamsui Institute of Business Administration

100%

Supervisor

Yu-Ching Pang

Hujiang High School

100%
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Selection of Board of Directors and Diversity Policy
The directors are elected by the shareholders meeting in accordance with the
"Methods for Election of Directors and Supervisors". Winmate has formulated a
policy on diversity of board members in the "Code of Practice on Corporate
Governance", considering the diversity of board members from multiple aspects
and measuring practical operation needs , Including but not limited to gender,
age, cultural and educational background, race, professional experience, skills,
knowledge and service tenure, the selection of the board of directors is based on
the principle of meritocracy, and the implementation of the diversity policy of board
members is implemented at the time of selection.
According to the Company's "Code of Practice on Corporate Governance", the
composition of the board of directors is not limited by gender, and directors must
generally possess the knowledge, skills and literacy necessary to perform their
duties. In order to achieve the ideal goal of corporate governance, the board of
directors must have the following overall capabilities:

As of the preparation of this report, the company has seven directors, including
two independent directors and three supervisors. The members of the board
of directors have 20% employee status and 80% are external directors and
supervisors (including 20% independent directors); both independent directors
have a term of less than 6 years, and 6 of the directors and supervisors are
between 61 and 70 years old. Two are between 51-60 years old, and 2 are
under 50 years old. Board members have the professional knowledge, practical
experience and ethics required to perform their duties, and take into account age,
nationality, academic experience, gender, independence and other considerations.
The selection of directors is handled in accordance with relevant regulations and
diversification policies, and the composition of the executive board of directors is
implemented. Diversified policy.
In order to maintain the professional advantages and capabilities of directors and
supervisors, directors and supervisors will participate in the refresher courses
organized by the Chinese Corporate Governance Association and the Taiwan
Institute of Directors in 2020, including the battle of patent rights, new thinking on
intellectual property management, and 2020 The annual meeting of the Institute
of Directors: the strategic turning year to find new growth drivers, the 9th Annual
Chinese Family Business Forum: How Chinese Family Businesses Over a Hundred
Years in the Era of Co-government, etc., have reached the statutory requirements.
In 2020, the number of training hours for directors and supervisors is 66 hours.
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Important Resolutions and Implementation of the Board of Directors
Date

Important resolutions

Resolution results

Implementation status

2020.01.14

1. The company's 2020 budget.
2. The company's 2019 year-end bonuses for managers.
3. The Independence and Competency Assessment of Certified Public Accountants in 2020.
4. The appointment of a certified public accountant for the 2020 financial statements.
5. The amendment to the "Articles of Association".
6. Bank credit line renewal case.
7. S
 et the capital increase base date for the exercise of the company's employees' stock
options to subscribe for ordinary shares.

After the relevant board members recused
themselves from the second case,
independent directors were appointed to
preside, and other directors present were
consulted for discussion, and the resolution
was passed as per the case. The rest of the
proposals were passed without objection
after consultation by the chairman.

According to the
resolution

2020.02.24

1. T
 he company self-inspected the internal control system in 2019 and issued the "Declaration
of Internal Control System" case.
2. T
 he company's 2019 employee remuneration and directors and supervisors' remuneration
distribution proposal.
3. The 2019 business report and financial statement.
4. The company's 2019 surplus distribution proposal.
5. The company intends to issue cash dividends with capital reserves.
6. Amendment to the "Articles of Association".
7. R
 emoval of restrictions on the prohibition of competition for directors and their
representatives.
8. The company held a proposal for the 2020 shareholders meeting.
9. The appointment of the general manager of the company.
10. Renewal of the bank's derivative commodity trading quota.

After the chairman's consultation, the directors
present at the meeting passed the proposal
without objection.

According to the
resolution

2020.04.06

1. The Independence and Competency Assessment of Certified Public Accountants in 2020.
2. The appointment of a certified public accountant for the 2020 financial statements.

After the chairman consultation, the directors
present at the meeting passed the proposal
without objection.

According to the
resolution

2020.05.05

1. Amendment to the "Methods of Board Meeting".
2. Revised the "Administrative Measures for the Establishment of Independent Directors".
3. Revise the "Remuneration Committee Management Measures" proposal.
4. Renewal of the bank's comprehensive credit line.

After the chairman consultation, the directors
present at the meeting passed the proposal
without objection.

According to the
resolution

2020.08.04

1. The company's 2019 directors and supervisors' remuneration allocation proposal.
2. The company's 2019 manager employee compensation amount distribution proposal.
3. Revise the "Organizational Rules of the Remuneration Committee" proposal.
4. Revised the "Management Measures for the Preparation Process of Financial Statements".

After the relevant board members recused
themselves from the second case,
independent directors were appointed to
preside, and other directors present were
consulted for discussion, and the resolution
was passed. The remaining motions were
passed without objection after the chairman
consulted with all directors present.

According to the
resolution

2020.11.03

1. The 2021 audit plan.
2. T
 he company intends to handle the raising and issuance of the second domestic unsecured
conversion corporate bonds.
3. Update the "Risk Management Policies and Procedures".
4. S
 et the capital increase base date for the exercise of the company's employees' stock
options to subscribe for ordinary shares.

After the chairman consultation, the directors
present at the meeting passed the proposal
without objection.

According to the
resolution
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Board Performance Evaluation

2.2 ESG Committee

In order to ensure that the members of the board of directors perform their business
faithfully, exercise their powers prudently, and do their duty of care as a good
manager, Winmate has formulated the "Board Performance Evaluation Method".
After the end of each year, the board of directors (including functional committees) is
evaluated according to various indicators. And the performance of individual board
members, and submit the evaluation results to the remuneration committee for
review, as a reference for the distribution of directors and supervisors, and submit to
the board of directors for resolution.

The Audit Committee

The 2020 board performance evaluation has been completed, and the evaluation
results show that the annual performance of the board of directors, directors, and
remuneration committee are all rated as "excellent". The results of the performance
evaluation of the board of directors will be submitted to the remuneration committee
for review and the remuneration distribution plan of the same directors, which will be
used as a reference for the remuneration distribution of the directors in 2020.

Conflict of Interest Avoidance Principle
The company has clearly stipulated principles to avoid conflict of interests in the
board of directors' rules of procedure. Directors who have interests in meeting
matters with themselves or the legal person they represent shall explain the
important content of their interests in the current board of directors. Where there
is a risk of harm to the company's interests, they may state their opinions and
answer inquiries, and shall not participate in discussion and voting, and shall
recuse themselves during discussion and voting, and shall not act for other
directors to exercise their voting rights. The name of the director with a conflict of
interest, the explanation of the important content of the interest, the reason for the
recusal and the circumstances of the recusal shall be clearly listed in the minutes
of the board of directors.

Winmate has not set up an audit committee. If the board of directors has a major
resolution (such as a surplus distribution proposal, convening a shareholder
meeting), it will be announced in the public information observatory in accordance
with regulations. When the term of the current board of directors expires and is
re-elected, the number of independent directors will be increased and an audit
committee will be established.

Remuneration Committee
IIn order to strengthen corporate governance and the functions of the board of
directors, Winmate established a remuneration committee in accordance with
the regulations on the establishment and exercise of functions and powers of the
company's salary and remuneration committee when stocks are listed or traded in
the business premises of securities firms. With a professional and objective status,
this committee evaluates the remuneration policies and systems of directors,
supervisors and managers, and makes recommendations to the board of directors
for their decision-making reference.
According to the provisions of the Remuneration Committee’s Articles of
Association, this session of the committee was approved by the board of directors
to appoint two independent directors, Mr. Xie Fafa and Mr. Hu Tonglai, and an
external expert, Mr. Hong Mingzhou. All members unanimously elected Mr.
Hu Tonglai as the convener of the Remuneration Committee. Three committee
meetings were held in 2020, and the attendance rate was 100%.
Main powers of the remuneration committee
1. F
 ormulate and regularly review the policies, systems, standards and structures
for annual and long-term performance evaluation and remuneration of directors,
supervisors and managers.
2. E
 valuate and recommend the achievement of performance targets of
directors, supervisors and managers, and the content and amount of individual
remuneration.
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3. E
 nsure that the company's salary and remuneration arrangements comply with
relevant laws and regulations and are sufficient to attract outstanding talents,
and make relevant recommendations to the board of directors for its decisionmaking reference.
Remuneration of directors and supervisors and remuneration of
employees
1. According to the company’s articles of association, if annual profits are made,
5% to 15% shall be allocated as employee compensation; and no more than
2% of profit from Winmate shall be allocated for directors and supervisors'
remuneration by the resolution of the board of directors.
2. E
 mployee remuneration shall be paid in stock or cash by the resolution of the
board of directors, and the payment objects include employees of controlling or
affiliated companies that meet certain conditions.
3. W inmate's salary and remuneration policy considers "employee salaries and
company operations to grow together" to implement Environmental, Social and
Corporate Governance. Employee salary includes basic salary and bonus. Basic
salary considers work experience, ability and position, etc., and does not vary
with gender, age, nationality or race. Year-end bonuses are issued based on the
company's annual business performance and employee personal performance.
4. The company's remuneration procedures have taken into consideration the
performance evaluation results of directors, supervisors and managers, and the
distribution of the remuneration of directors, supervisors and managers is linked
to the results of the current year's performance evaluation, which is submitted
to the remuneration committee for review and sent to the board of directors for
resolution .
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The following table respectively illustrates the analysis of the remuneration of Winmate's directors and supervisors and senior managers, as well as the remuneration policies,
standards and combinations, procedures for determining remuneration, and the relevance to operating performance and future risks.
Year

Net revenue
(thousand Dollars)

Net profit After tax(thousand Dollars)

Directors and supervisors' remuneration
(Proportion of total net profit after tax)

Remuneration of general manager and deputy general manager
(Proportion of total net profit after tax)

2018

1,565,353

205,026

1.61%

10.20%

2019

1,665,595

241,211

1.62%

8.3%

2020

1,845,525

256,062

2.33%

9.11%

Description

Remuneration of directors and supervisors

Remuneration of general manager and deputy general managers

1. R
 emuneration
policy

The remuneration of the directors and supervisors shall be allocated in accordance with
the company's articles of association. In addition, the remuneration of directors and
supervisors shall not be paid. Any additional appropriations and changes shall be subject
to the resolution of the shareholders meeting.

According to the company's "performance appraisal and rewards and
punishments evaluation work", "promotion and transfer work" and
"payroll cycle work" and other methods.

2. S
 tandards and
combinations

According to the weight distribution of the executive business responsibility and the
guarantee responsibility borne by the directors and supervisors.

Basic salary, food allowance, job bonus, annual bonus, performance
bonus, etc.

3. P
 rocedure
for setting
remuneration

The board of directors drafts a surplus distribution proposal and submits it to the
shareholders meeting for resolution.

Salaries are based on differences in academic experience and work
performance, and signed according to the company's approval
authority.

4. R
 elevance
to business
performance
and future risks

It depends on the company's operating performance and profitability; management and
supervision responsibilities and performance; execution of management policies, and the
ability to turn crises into opportunities.

Relevant remunerations are paid based on the achievement rate of
work goals, the operating performance of individual departments,
profitability and contribution. Strengthen the centripetal force of
employees, achieve the goal of profit and loss sharing between labor
and management, and face the risk environment together.
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Special Committee on Mergers and Acquisitions
The company established a special M&A committee in accordance with the
provisions of the [Measures for the Establishment of the Special Committee on
Mergers and Acquisitions of Public Offering Companies and Related Matters]. The
purpose of the establishment is to strengthen corporate governance and to review
the fairness and rationality of merger plans and transactions.
Responsibilities of the special committee on mergers and acquisitions
The members of the Special Committee on Mergers and Acquisitions shall perform
their duties faithfully with the attention of good managers, and shall review the
fairness and rationality of merger plans and transactions, and shall submit the
results of the review to the board of directors and the shareholders meeting.
However, if there is no need to convene a shareholder meeting to resolve the
merger matter in accordance with the provisions of the Corporate Mergers and
Acquisitions Law, it shall not be reported to the shareholders meeting.
Special committee members and professional capabilities
According to the "Organizational Rules for the Establishment of the Special
Committee on Mergers and Acquisitions", the committee consists of three
independent directors, including Mr. Hu Tonglai and Mr. Xie Fada. Among them, Mr.
Hu Tonglai is the convener. The board of directors selected an external expert, Mr.
Hong Mingzhou.
The qualifications of the members of the Special Committee on Mergers and
Acquisitions are in compliance with the regulations on the establishment of
independent directors of public offering companies and the matters to be
followed. They shall not be related parties or have an interest relationship with the
counterparty of the M&A transaction that would affect independence. In terms
of professional capabilities, the convener Mr. Hu Tonglai is currently a professor
in the Department of Business Management of Taipei University of Technology,
specializing in business management, finance and industrial management.
Committee member Xie is currently the chairman of Abico Group, specializing in
economic practice, business management and In the field of industrial venture
capital; Member Hong Mingzhou was a professor in the Department of Engineering
and Management of National Taiwan University, specializing in the fields of

corporate management and industrial management, and all three members have
practical experience in corporate governance and meet the professional capabilities
required by this committee.
Operation of the special committee on mergers and acquisitions
The convening of the Special Committee on Mergers and Acquisitions shall be
notified to the members of the committee seven days in advance, except for
emergency situations. Independent directors shall serve as the convener and
chairman of the meeting, and may invite independent experts, managers of relevant
departments of the company, internal auditors, accountants, and lawyers to attend
the meeting and provide relevant necessary information.
The convening of the Special Committee on Mergers and Acquisitions is handled in
accordance with the “ Measures for the Establishment of the Special Committee on
Mergers and Acquisitions of Public Offering Companies and Related Matters”. When
the committee is convened, a sign-in book is set up for the attending members to
sign in, and it is part of the minutes of proceedings.

2.3 Internal Control System
Internal Control
Winmate considers the overall operating activities of the company and its
subsidiaries, and establishes an effective internal control system in accordance with
the "Public Offering Companies Establishing Internal Control System Processing
Guidelines". In response to changes in the company's internal and external
environments, review at any time to ensure that the design and implementation of
the system continue to be effective.
The implementation of the internal control system is a continuous operation.
Through continuous inspection of various operations and management operations,
we discover facts that deviate from the company’s policies, operating procedures,
established goals or expected standards, and respond to the appropriate
management level by the feedback system. Take necessary corrective actions to
ensure that the company’s operations follow the original planning direction. And
through the internal audit system to achieve the purpose of fraud audit, to prevent
the occurrence of operational malpractice.
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Considering the company’s organizational structure, assignment of powers and
responsibilities, and human resources, combining the principles of ethical values
and integrity management, establishing a sound and efficient internal control
system for the company’s operating cycles and management operations, and
combining ISO 9001 quality management, ISO14001 environmental management,
IECQ QC080000 Hazardous substance process management and ISO140641 greenhouse gas inventory, ISO 13485 medical equipment quality management,
IECEx & ATEX explosion-proof product management, ANSI/ESD S20.20
electrostatic protection control management, CG6004/6006 corporate governance
system evaluation and other systems, supported by The internal audit system
establishes a risk management and prevention mechanism for the company at the
operational, financial, and various operational levels.

Internal Audit
Winmate has an audit office, directly under the board of directors, and the
appointment and removal of the audit supervisor is approved by the board of
directors. The internal audit operation mainly assists all units to improve the
operation process, increase the efficiency, and communicate with the departmental
operation, so as to promote the improvement of the company's operational effect
and efficiency.

Internal Audit Duty
The role of the audit office is mainly to assist the board of directors and senior
management to independently and objectively evaluate the completeness,
effectiveness and implementation of the internal control system, and provide
suggestions for improvement in a timely manner to reasonably ensure the
continuous and effective implementation of the internal control system.

Work content

Implementation cequirements

•C
 heck and evaluate the effectiveness of
the internal control system.
•M
 easure the effectiveness and
efficiency of operations and make
suggestions for improvement in a
timely manner.
•E
 nsure the continuous and effective
implementation of the company's
internal control system.
•C
 ompliance with relevant laws and
regulations.

•S
 chedule an annual audit plan to check
the effectiveness and compliance of
various operations and procedures.
• Issue audit reports, make suggestions
for improvement, and regularly track the
improvement status.
•S
 upervise and urge the revision and
compliance of relevant internal control
systems in accordance with the
amendments to laws and regulations.
•A
 ttend the board of directors and
report on the implementation of audit
operations
•C
 ommunicate internal control and
internal audit with independent
directors and supervisors question.

Risk assessment is the basis and risk control is the goal
Winmate has dedicated units responsible for the management of company
operations, finance, production, business, procurement, information, safety and
health, environment, etc., and has an internal control system to follow. Based on the
results of the risk assessment, the audit office prepares an annual audit plan and
performs internal control checks. During the audit process, it identifies opportunities
for improvement in operational operations, proposes improvement suggestions and
regularly tracks the improvement situation, so that operational risks can be identified
and controlled.
The management attaches great importance to and support for corporate
governance, which is an important success key for Winmate to continuously improve
corporate governance performance and implement the effective operation of the
internal control and internal audit system. As of the end of 2020, Winmate has not
violated any relevant regulations of the internal control system, and employees have
not suffered complaints due to violations of customer privacy and loss of customer
information. However, if such incidents are subject to complaints, those who are
verified by internal investigations will be protected according to the law and legal rights
of customers. Winmate adheres to the principle of correct and fair disclosure, and
regularly provides information on operations, finances, and board of directors on the
company's website and the public information observatory of the stock exchange.
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2.4 Integrity Management

Integrity Management Unit

The company adheres to the business philosophy of integrity, transparency and
responsibility, establishes a corporate culture of integrity management, formulates
policies and procedures based on integrity, sets up a dedicated unit to promote
integrity management policies, and conducts operations based on effective internal
control systems and accounting systems Check, regularly report to the board
of directors, set up whistle-blowing mailboxes and acceptance units to ensure
the implementation of the integrity management policy. Establish and ensure
a sustainable business environment with good corporate governance and risk
control mechanisms.

Winmate has established an "Integrity Management Promotion Team" under
the board of directors, with the head of the general management office as
the convener, and the general manager's office, auditing office, management
department, finance department, information department, materials department,
business department and marketing planning department, etc. The organization
is responsible for formulating and promoting the integrity management policy
and prevention plan, supervising the implementation of related operations, and
regularly reporting the integrity management implementation status to the board of
directors.

Integrity Management Core Structure

Integrity Management Implementation Situation
1. Hold employee education and training, and continue to promote and
implement the integrity management policy.

Policy

Winmate conducts employee education, training and internal advocating, and
conveys the concept of honest management to colleagues.

Implement
integrity and
moral values 
into business
strategy

Supervise

Effective
internal control
and accounting
system for
regular reviews

Execute

Dedicated unit
to promote
integrity
management

Education and training courses related to business operations and insider trading,
including standards for honest business operations. All employees have completed
internal communication training.
2. Carry out risk assessment operations and implementation checks.
Conduct annual risk assessment operations and incorporate them into the risk
assessment of integrity management.
The indicators are evaluated, and the auditing office summarizes the evaluation
results, analyzes and schedules audits for projects with higher risks.

Report

Regular reports
to the board of
directors

Supervise

Effective
internal control
and accounting
system for
regular reviews

In 2020, based on the results of the risk assessment, the verification
of integrity management has been completed.
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3. Implementation of avoidance of conflict of interests

The Whistleblower System and Whistleblower Protection Mechanism

In 2020, the board of directors of the company has implemented the
implementation of avoidance conflict of interests. Directors, supervisors, and
managers or interested parties will recuse themselves from the discussion and
voting of the proposal.

1. T he company has formulated the "Investigation Standards for Reporting
Matters", and the audit unit is responsible for accepting reports and effectively
implementing the operation of the reporting and appeal system.

4. Conduct business activities based on the principle of good faith
management.

2. The company's "Reporting Matters Investigation Operation Standard" clearly
stipulates that company personnel have the obligation to report, and the
company has a website and employee mailbox to accept related matters.

Set up "Supplier Management Procedures" and "Supplier Annual Appraisal Form"
to engage in business activities.
All business transaction must be reviewed and approved by the company, and the
cooperating suppliers/outsourcers shall be regularly audited and evaluated. The
2020 annual supplier assessment has indeed been completed.
5. Reporting mailbox.
Winmate has formulated the "Reporting Matters Investigation Operation Standard"
and has a reporting mailbox. No responses regarding illegal or dishonest behavior
were received in 2020.
6. No major violations and penalties
In 2020 , there were no major violations of laws and penalties, and no violations of
integrity management.

3. The company has a protection policy for the reported matters, and strictly
keeps the relevant information of the reporter and the specific content of the
report confidential, and the relevant investigation work shall be carried out
without revealing the identity of the reporter.
4. R
 eporting channels: The reporter may choose one of the following reporting
methods to report according to the situation:
E
 mail: supervisor@winmate.com.tw
Letter of submission: 9
 th Floor, Audit Office, No. 111-6, Xingde Road,
Sanchong District, New Taipei City, 24158,
Taiwan, ROC.
On-site report: Audit Office

2.5 Compliance
Winmate strictly abides by different legal requirements and formulates relevant
policies and measures. Relevant actions include but are not limited to fair Trading
Law, environmental protection, financial report preparation/internal control/inside
trading, labor regulations, anti-harassment, anti-discrimination, anti-corruption,
Personal data protection, ethical requirements, intellectual property rights,
information security protection, conflict mineral management, anti-counterfeiting
electronic parts, etc. The above management policies are extremely important to
the management of Winmate's business ethics and legal compliance. In addition
to meeting basic operating requirements, it is also necessary for all employees to
understand relevant business laws and regulations in order to make correct ethical
judgments and operating decisions.
Please refer to the table on the below for the current status of relevant laws and
regulations during the reporting period.
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Category

Society

Normative index

The effectiveness of Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance governance

Anti-corruption

The operating activities did not violate business ethics, endanger the rights and interests of the company, etc.

Anti-competitive behavior

No improper business involving anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust and monopoly behavior.

Compliance

No violation of social laws and regulations has been punished with huge fines or non-economic sanctions.

Supplier social impact assessment

No outsourcer (contractor) has caused occupational accidents or Business losses occur.

Social issue impact grievance mechanism

Non-stakeholders use reporting channels to appeal for social impact issues.

Non-discrimination
Forced and compulsory labor
Human rights Human Rights Practice Complaint Mechanism
Child labor

There were no violations of human rights, such as violations of discrimination, human rights violations, forced labor,
and sexual harassment.
There were no violations of human rights, such as violations of discrimination, human rights violations, forced labor,
and sexual harassment.
There is no waste water produced in the factory process, and it has no effect on the surrounding ecological
environment.

Waste water and waste

Environment

Product
liability

All waste is disposed of by qualified vendors.
There is no violation of any serious hazardous substance release.
No violation of environmental laws or fines.

Compliance

No huge fines or penalties other than money have been imposed for violating environmental protection laws and
regulations.

The total number of serious leaks and the total
the amount

No serious chemical leakage occurred。

The total number of serious leaks and the total
the amount

No environmental impact complaints were filed through the complaint channels of interested parties.

Environmental complaint mechanism

Winmate's products and services do not violate the health and safety regulations of various countries.

Community

Products and services did not violate the Goods and Services Information Labeling Act during the sale period
regulation.

Marketing communication

Does not violate the laws and regulations of advertising, promotion, and promotion of marketing assistance. No
production of prohibited or controversial products and no prohibition on specific Products sold in the market.
No complaints of infringement of customer privacy or loss of customer information occurred.
No huge fines have been imposed for violations of laws and regulations due to the use of services or products.

Customer privacy

No complaints of infringement of customer privacy or loss of customer information occurred.

Compliance

No huge fines have been imposed for violations of laws and regulations due to the use of services or products.
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2.6 Risk Management

Topic

Risk Management Policy
To strengthen corporate governance and effectively implement the risk
management mechanism and reduce the risks that operations may face,
Winmate has formulated a "risk management policy and procedures "
approved by the board of directors. The risk management policy is to
define various risks by the company's overall operating policy, establish a
risk management mechanism for early risk identification, accurate analysis,
and evaluation, effective response and supervision, and prevent possible
losses within the tolerable risk range, based on internal and external
environmental changes, continue to adjust and improve to achieve the
best risk management practices, protect the interests of employees,
shareholders, partners and customers, increase company value, and
achieve the optimal principle of company resource allocation.
Winmate examines factors such as business characteristics, operating
characteristics, internal and external environments, and summarizes the
scope of risk management including operational risk, financial risk, strategic
risk, hazard risk, legal risk, and other risks. To ensure that various risks are
controlled within a tolerable range, a control procedure is established for
risk identification, analysis, evaluation, response, monitoring, and correction,
to grasp the scope of risks and take appropriate measures.
A risk management meeting is held regularly every year, chaired by the
vice president of the general administration department. The heads and
responsible people of each department form a risk management team to
analyze the organizational situation and identify potential risk factors based
on changes in the internal and external environments and to measure the
degree of impact and possibility of risks. Responsibilities are to determine
the risk level, consider the risk tolerance and propose a response plan, and
the executive department will implement the correction, and continue to
monitor, adjust and improve, to achieve the company's overall risk control
goal.

Environment

Risk
assessment
project

Risk Management policy or strategy

Greenhouse
gas
management

Winmate followed the requirements of the International Standards
Organization (ISO) for greenhouse gas inventory in 2008 and
ISO 14061-1. After that, it carried out greenhouse gas inventory
work every year and promoted various energy-saving measures
and management plans to reduce energy consumption and
its impact on the environment. At the same time, internal
documentation and verification procedures were established to
promote environmentally-focused participation for all employees.
Winmate is a non-energy-intensive industry, whereby greenhouse
gas emissions mainly come from purchased electricity that
accounts for more than 90%. Therefore, the company strives to
save electricity by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazardous
substance
management

Winmate is committed to the design and development of green
products, and product design thinking based on "product
life cycle” and considers the purchase of raw materials,
manufacturing, transportation and distribution, consumer use
to disposal as well as the environmental impacts at various life
cycle stages such as home recycling. Winmate was introduced
in 2009 to the IECQ QC 080000 Hazardous Substance Process
Management System (HSPM) and passed the third-party fair
unit verification to obtain the certificate. The green products
manufactured by the incoming inspection unit are regularly
sampled and inspected by a third-party laboratory to test the
content of harmful substances to ensure that the incoming
materials meet the requirements of the "RoHS Hazardous
Substances Testing Practice"

Response to
climate change

Under the crisis of global warming, climate change has become
a global issue. The company participates in various domestic
environmental sustainability-related activities and understanding,
including government, investors, customers, and social leaders.
Many stakeholders are concerned about environmental- related
issues, and we assess the problems related to climate change,
regulatory risk, material risk, and other risks, the impact that the
risk can cause, and list the opportunities and response plan.
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Topic

Risk
assessment
project

Risk management policy or strategy

Occupational
environment
safety

To prevent occupational disasters and ensure the safety and health of employees, following relevant laws and regulations on occupational safety and
health, a dedicated first-level management unit for security and health affairs has been established. An occupational safety and health committee has
been established. The general manager, as the chairman, comprehensively managing the company’s internal, external, and employee safety, health,
and other related affairs planning. There are 10 members in the committee, of which 6 are labor representatives related to labor health and safety,
which is more than 50% of the committee. The committee is responsible for emergency management procedures and various operating standards,
implementing independent equipment inspections, employee safety and health, fire protection and hazard general education training, in-plant chemical
management, preventing occupational disasters; and actively promoting and implementing various work safety measures. They also work to increase
handling equipment, reduce human- caused injuries; regularly check fire-fighting equipment and execute fire-fighting group drills, and operate fire-fighting
equipment to build a safe and low-risk working environment.

Product safety

Since 2002, Winmate has successively passed and obtained ISO 9001 quality management, ISO 13485 medical equipment quality management, and
IECEx & ATEX explosion-proof quality management system certifications, actively expanding diversified niche markets and establishing a sustainable
and excellent management system to serve customers. Through the implementation of related activities Winmate aims to improve product quality,
reduce operational risks, reduce energy consumption, and increase resource utilization. All products comply with the relevant laws and regulations of
the government, and through rigorous quality system management, provide customers with stable product quality. At the same time, to ensure the
quality of customer service and improve customer satisfaction, we conduct regular customer service satisfaction surveys every year to strengthen
cooperation with customers. The relationship through mutual benefit and shared prosperity with customers, becomes the cornerstone of the sustainable
development of the enterprise.

System and
regulatory
compliance

Regularly promote the company's system and related laws and regulations to employees through the education and training of recruits and on-thejob continuous education and training. Employees have a clear understanding of the expectations and standards that should be followed. Through the
establishment and implementation of an effective internal control system, and based on risk assessment, the performance of internal control checks to
ensure that personnel and related operations have indeed achieved compliance with the plan and associated laws and regulations.

Conflict
of interest
avoidance

The principle of avoidance of conflict of interests is stipulated in the rules of procedure of the board of directors. Concerning meeting matters, directors
that may have a conflict of interest or the legal person they represent shall explain the critical content of their conflict to the current board of directors.
Anyone with a conflict of interest shall not participate in discussion and voting, and shall not act for other directors to exercise their voting rights.
Circumstances of the conflict of interest shall be listed in the minutes of the board of directors.

Implementation
of the Integrity
management
policy

Formulate integrity management policies and procedures, set up a dedicated unit responsible for the promotion of integrity management policies,
conduct inspections based on effective internal control systems and accounting systems, regularly report to the board of directors, set up whistleblowing mailboxes and acceptance units, conduct regular integrity management education and training. The company website should declare the rules
and regulations of ethics and integrity, so that employees clearly understand that integrity management is the cornerstone of company operations. When
conducting business activities externally, we should communicate with transaction partners to understand the company's "integrity management"
philosophy, reject any transactions with dishonest behavior, and ensure the implementation of the integrity management policy.

Society

Corporate
governance
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2.7 Disclosure Of Information
1. A spokesperson system has been assigned to handle related matters, including
spokespersons, acting spokespersons, stock affairs, etc. The unit is responsible
for communicating company information to investors to ensure that investors
fully understand the company's operating policies.
2. There is a special channel for investors to update their information regularly.
Shareholders and investors can also use the shareholder service mailbox
(ir@winmate.com.tw) for questions and suggestions.
3. A special channel is set up for interested parties on the company website to
help maintain communication channels with interested parties at any time.
Relevant parties will handle important issues of concern for stakeholders and
respect and safeguard the rights and interests of stakeholders.
4. In addition to publishing monthly revenue information, annual corporate briefings
and annual shareholder meetings are held, all relevant information can be found
on Winmate's official website (http://www.winmate.com).
5. Information Disclosure Management
• Spokesperson
• Corporation briefing
• Shareholders' meeting
• Market Post Observation System (M.O.P.S)
• Company website
• Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance Report
• Special area for stakeholders
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3.1 Operation Development
Operation Management

3. O
 ccupational safety office: Responsible for the formulation, promotion and
implementation of a safe working environment and occupational health and safety
systems for all employees.
4. Q
 uality assurance department: quality assurance, quality control, product
customer complaints and after-sales service, etc.
5. G
 eneral admin. division: (1) Finance Department: responsible for cash
management, financial planning, cost analysis, treasury, accounting transactions
and shares transaction processing business operations. (2) Management
Department: Responsible for human resources, employee welfare, health check,
education and training and general affairs. (3) Information Department: responsible
for the operation of electronic data, software and network-related system security.
6. M
 anufacturing division: Responsible for operational material logistics and
related production operations.
7. S
 ales division: Responsible for a multitude of product sales, market
development, analysis and forecasting, business information collection, credit
investigation, etc.
 roduct & Marketing division: (1) Responsible for market demand exploration,
8. P
product creativity, positioning conception and integration of resources,
coordinating the needs of research and sales parties, and finalizing the product.
(2) Responsible for the production of product packaging, image and advertising,
and the collection, analysis and feedback of market information, and grasp the
market dynamics.

9. R
 esearch and development division: responsible for the R&D and
commercialization of new products, including technical consultation and research
and development of hardware, software, firmware, engineering, institutions, etc.

Main Business Departments
1. G
 eneral manager's office: Adheres to the orders of the general manager and is
responsible for the company's policy and management policy evaluation, planning
and system formulation, and other related matters.
2. A
 uditing office: Responsible for investigating and evaluating the soundness,
rationality, effectiveness, implementation and performance of internal controls for
various departments.

10. R&D center: (1) Special project R&D research, responsible for plan integration
and plan management. (2) R&D cooperation research, serving as a resource
integration center for domestic and foreign R&D cooperation. (3) Intellectual
financial planning and related matters.

Beijing: Responsible for market development, sales, product
11. Winmate
promotion various products in China.

12. TTX Canada Inc.: Responsible for market development, sales, promotion and
execution ofvarious products in Canada.


13. W
 inmate Comm. US Inc.: Responsible for market development, sales,
promotion and execution of various products in North America.
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Product Development
Winmate has a total of 180 full-time engineers specializing in solutions for
everyday work conditions, including sunlight readability, heat dissipation, power
management, mechanical design, and a range of special technologies such
as anti-salt spray. From design to manufacturing, Winmate also has a range of
products that comply with ATEX and IECEX explosion-proof safety standards.
Plus, the use of exclusive magnesium alloy and impact-resistant polymer materials
ensures that all our products can withstand any possible vibrations and drops on
the work site.
Our products have obtained a full range of certifications from ATEX, Ansi, and
Zone 1 – Zone 2. Winmate devices also fully support Windows and Android OS
platforms, which are sufficient to meet functional and operational challenges that
may arise on site.
The biggest competitive advantage for Winmate lies in its special industrial touch
display control system, I/O interface, mobile information integration, key technology
research and development capabilities, and a complete product line of varying
display sizes. The products combine key industrial computer technology with
machine board, software, and firmware research and development capabilities.
The solutions can meet certain challenges such as outdoor lighting environments,
special high and low temperature environments, or system display and control
interface.
With software and hardware integration and comprehensive hardware integration
system planning, Winmate drives market demand by setting trends and promoting
itself alongside leading players in the market.
In addition, the company is simultaneously increasing the "Winmate" and "G-Win"
brand name, where the channels are diversified and intensively cultivated. All of this
helps to integrate talents, technologies, products and brands to create a dense
network of market plan.

Product certification
performance
Oil & Gas / Harsh
environment solution
products
Defense / Public safety /
Military solution products

Certification specifications
Class 1 Div2 Group A-D, T4/ATEX/IECEx

MIL-STD-810 (Reliability) MIL-STD-461F(EMI,
optional)DO-160(Aviation)

Issued certification
agency
UL/CSA/LCIE

SGS

DNV2.4
Marine solution products

IEC 60945/ECDIS Color calibration

DET Norske Veritas AS
SGS Taiwan

IACS-E10
EN50155

Transportation solution
products

E-mark certification/SAE

SGS Taiwan
Société Nationale
de Certification et
d'Homologation S.à.r.l.
(SNCH)
National Standards
Authority of Ireland

Smart healthy solution
products

Process control / Smart
warehouse
Management / Smart
reseller solution products

IEC 60601-1:2005 + A1:2012 (Ed. 3.1)
IEC 60601-1-6:2010 + A1:2013 (Ed. 3.1)
IEC 62366:2007 + A1:2014 (Ed. 1.1)ANSI/
AAMI ES60601-1:2005/A1:2012 and C1:2009/
(R)2012 and A2:2010/(R)2012
CAN/CSA-C22.2 No.60601-1:14
EN 60601-1-2:2015, IEC 60601-1-2:2014 (Ed.
4.0)

UL

CE-RED/FCC (WiFi), BT, 3G, LTE/RF
Safety-IEC/UL62368/UL508
IP65/67-IEC60529

PTCRB (Certification of Wireless Devices)
North American
communication solution
products
AT&T; VzW carrier approval
(Applicable to all products.)

UL/CSA
SGS

CTIA Authorized Test
Lab/Intertek
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Strategy
Use existing market products as a tool to provide
unique functional applications.
D e v elop t e chnolo gic a l or c ommercia l v a lue s,
understandkey industrial trends and changes

Make good use of the industry development
foundation and develop market niche products.
Make good use of the existing industrial or ecological
resources (for example: key components, software
development kits, infrastructure, professional talents),
acquire resources related to the industrial chain, and
develop market innovative products or services that have a
market niche.

02
04

01
03

Possess technological or commercial innovation value,
and grasp the potential to influence industrial changes.
Use of technology or business model change (for example:
leasing, contents, Pay-per-use, advisory services ...), try with
differentiated valuecreation activities, subversion or may affect
the existing topography industry.

Relying on the existing international large-scale factory
ecosystem to provide next-generation solutions.
In a mature industry ecosystem, take advantage of the continuous
evolution of products and prepare for next-gen innovation.
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Marketing strategy

Short-Term
Focus on the development of industrial Internet of
Things technology and how it works as a solution for
the brand, product, services, and corporate culture in
every part of the world. Steadily develop a diversified
business of global operations.

Mid-Term
Integrate and implement ESG based on the
core competence of the industry, and maximize
benefits and efficiency of social resources, while
also benefiting itself and the industrial environment
to achieve sustainable development goals.

Long-Term
Winmate will continue to horizontally unite with
software alliance partners, build up R&D strength and
customer service experience, strengthen the Winmate
brand and marketing channels, and introduce the
industrial chain layout of the vertical market. The
alliance of global strategic partners will further extend
the core advantages and benefits of each other's
software and hardware systems, in addition to R&D
and manufacturing, system integration, brands and
other channels – all of which will work together to
expand the industrial computer market.
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Operation Performance
Winmate's consolidated operating income in 2020 was NT$1.845 billion, an increase of 10.80% from the previous year's 1,665 billion NTD; the combined gross profit margin
increased to 34.94%, and the consolidated net profit after tax was 2.56 million NTD, compared with the previous year's 241 million NTD, which marks an increase of 6.22%.
After-tax earnings per share was equivalent to 3.55 NTD.
Item

Economic value of
generated
( unit：NT$ housand)

Profitability

Economic value of
distribution
(unit：NT$ Thousand)

2018

2019

2020

Operating income

1,565,353

1,665,595

1,845,525

Operating gross
profit

553,156

615,115

644,852

Operating profit

202,631

271,920

291,227

Pre-tax income

241,839

287,298

307,562

Net income

205,026

241,211

256,062

Earning per share

2.84

3.34

3.55

Net profit before tax(%)

15.45

17.25

16.67

Net profit after tax(%)

13.10

14.48

13.87

Return on assets (%)

8.24

9.69

9.76

Return on equity (%)

9.76

11.37

11.74

Total salary

270,956

277,591

304,979

Other welfare
expenses

51,117

53,386

54,407

Income tax for
profitable business

39,769

46,899

47,846

Shareholder cash
dividend

187,672

216,564

289,872

Financial subsidy from the government,
Winmate obtained the 2020 total tax credit of investment from IRS in 2018, the amount was 9,603. (NT$ Thousand)
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3.2 Information Security

Information Security Management

Information security goals

Implement
information
security

Information Security Framework

• Computer system security management
• Network security management
• System storage area control
• Application system development and

Computer
system security
management

maintenance Safety management

Ensure
continuity of
operations

• Personnel management and information
security education and training
• Information asset security management
• Physical and environmental safety

Emergency
response

Information
Asset
Security
Management

Personnel
management
and information
security
education and
training

System access
control

Application system
development and
maintenance safety
management

Information
Security Audit

management
• Information security audit

Rapid disaster
recovery

• Emergency response

Physical and
environmental
safety management

Network security
management
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3.3 Customer Commitment

3.4 Supply Chain Management

Sustainable Business Operations –in addition to the sustained stability and
growth of economic performance, the importance of customer opinions, meeting
customer needs, and obtaining customer recognition and support are also
important for sustainable business operations. Oriented – Winmate responds to
customer needs with a proactive attitude and holds in high regard the competitive
nature for all its customers. A successful customer means a successful company.
Winmate strives to establish far-reaching cooperative relations with its customers,
whereby customers can become long-term partners through trust and success.

On the basis of operations, Winmate is committed to maintaining a good
partnership with suppliers to achieve a win-win situation with both customers and
suppliers alike. The purchase price, delivery date, quantity, and quality are all key
factors for selecting and evaluating suppliers. Considerations include industrial
characteristics, transaction patterns, and geographical relationships, to ensure
that the supply chain maintains the stability of business operations. In response
to diversified customized products and persistence in quality, the choice of its
suppliers is more important. For procurement activities, considerations will include
environmental benefits, labor rights and social responsibilities, and a commitment
to long-term cooperation with high-quality manufacturers, which helps to maintain
a good interaction model, and continue to strengthen the resilience of the supply
chain to jointly create a lean and sustainable operation.

Customer satisfaction survey
Winmate regularly conducts annual customer satisfaction surveys in order to
attain comprehensive and continuous first-hand feedback. The survey enables
Winmate to understand the customer experience process, and use this as a
basis to improve its services. We conduct an in-depth analysis of uncompleted
projects, and simultaneously establish an audit and tracking mechanism to ensure
that the customer needs are resolved. Through the questionnaires and in-depth
interaction with customers, Winmate can more closely meet the needs of its
customers to improve the quality of service and cooperation. We firmly believe that
the improvement of customer satisfaction will ultimately lead to greater customer
loyalty and business growth.

Supply Chain

Customer privacy protection
• W inmate is committed to the privacy and intellectual property rights of
customers. The collection, processing and use of customer data must comply
with the "Personal Data Protection Law" of the Republic of China government
and its related laws and regulations. Confidentiality agreements must be signed
with customers to protect their confidential information.
• W hen collecting, storing, processing, transmitting and sharing personal
information, Winmate complies with the procedures and regulations related to
information security.
• In 2020, Winmate did not receive a single complaint about infringement of
customer privacy or loss of customer information.
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Management Strategy and Objectives & Annual Supplier Evaluation
The primary conditions used to select qualified suppliers will take into account
whether the supplier has been involved in major industrial safety accidents or illegal
environmental protection issues, etc. The cooperation will be terminated when
necessary.

2020 Annual Audit Result
2020 Supplier Annual Audit

The labor, society, environment, and compliance of the supplier with local laws and
regulations will directly or indirectly impact the quality and reputation of Winmate
operations. Therefore, they will be audited from time to time through factory visits
and annual evaluations. Existing suppliers are managed through regular audits, and
new suppliers are strictly selected according to standards.
In order to maintain a high standard of suppliers, Winmate conducts frequent
annual evaluations based on the various capabilities of the supplier, whereby
necessary guidance is provided in a timely manner, and unqualified suppliers
are eliminated. In addition, Winmate focuses on integration its supply chain
system in order to maintain its competitiveness. For existing suppliers, there is
an annual performance appraisal. According to their quality, delivery date, and
degree of cooperation, they are divided into three levels: A, B, and C. A and B
signify qualified vendors. Vendors that receive C in three consecutive years will be
withdrawn from the list of suppliers. Alternatively, they will be replaced with suitable
suppliers. In addition to the annual evaluation, nonscheduled quality assurance and
procurement related units will also arrange factory visits to audit and ensure the
quality of existing suppliers.
The assessment level diagram as follows:
Audit Item

Level

Quality
Leadtime

Above 80

60 ~ 79

Under 60

A

B

C

Degree of cooperatio
General comment

Supplier adoption and evaluation
Winmate's new suppliers are based on the company's future product requirements
and procurement strategies to determine the management system and production
capacity for potential suppliers, i.e. technological innovation capabilities, quality and
service mustmeets the requirements of Winmate. When evaluating new suppliers,
they must all adhere and comply with various regulations (such as RoHS, etc.),
and be in accordance with new supplier promotion procedures. The Winmate
evaluation team will propose a questionnaire review document for HSF and various
capabilities, and a substantive confirmation review by the evaluation team. Only
manufacturers who have passed the supplier promotion process can become
a qualified supplier of Winmate, and then start the verification and recognition
of SPEC. related to the volume, weight, and function of the materials supplied.
Afterwards, the company will conduct annual evaluations every year to actively
maintain the continuous supervision of its suppliers.
Winmate complies with ISO and various regulations. In addition to qualified
suppliers as a necessary factor, it also considers whether the supplier's internal
management has introduced ISO 14001, ISO 9001, QC 080000, safety and health
systems, social responsibility management systems, etc. Winmate has built the
relationship with new supplier through new method of supplier evaluation in 2020.
After Winmate conducted assessments, we have attained 42 qualified suppliers.
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Procurement expenditure ration of local suppliers
Winmate promotes different projects at each stage of the product life cycle, and
cooperates with more than 500 suppliers worldwide, including electronic materials/
mechanical parts/package materials etc. As of 2020, there were 440 vendors
(excluding general affairs) that took part in transactions, of which 403 are located
in Greater China and 37 are located in other countries.
2020 Supplier Procurement Ratio

Greater China
Other Countries

Raw materials used and their management
Winmate is an industrial computer industry. The original purchases include active
and passive components, printed circuit boards, panels, mechanism components,
CPUs, power supplies, packaging materials, etc.
Follow the "No Hazardous Substances Management Operation Process" approved
by the factory for its compliance. All need to comply with RoHS and the European
Union's New Chemical Policy (REACH) and other international environmental
protection laws and regulations. On the purchasing management level, it also
rigorously selects and introduces new suppliers that meet the requirements.
The use of purchased raw materials is divided into renewable and non-renewable.
Renewable includes packaging materials, mechanical parts, etc., non-renewable
includes purchased modules, etc. Whether it is recycled or not, it is carried out
following the material recognition process and complies with environmental
protection regulations, international product recycling regulations, and waste
packaging materials regulations.

Integrity commitment
Winmate is based on integrity management and establishing a pure trading
environment to promote good co-existence and co-prosperity with suppliers,
jointly meet various challenges in the market, and pursue sustainable growth in
performance. In addition to dedicating to the development of the cause, it also
attaches great importance to the integrity of the atmosphere. In related businesses,
including transaction negotiation, supply, service, sourcing, technical cooperation
exchanges, logistics, payment, and other business contract performance, we
firmly resist any illegitimate benefit behaviors such as quotation conspiracy, bribery,
and malpractice for personal gain. To maintain the integrity of business practices,
we have signed the "Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Commitment" document
with suppliers/partners, which is vital to both parties to the transaction, and pursue
the sustainability of both parties.
Voluntary compliance with the electronic industry code of conduct
Although Winmate is not a full member of the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA),
as a global citizen, it voluntarily and continuously supports the electronic industry
code of conduct promulgated by the alliance, including labor, health, and safety,
environment, ethics, and management systems. In addition to complying with the
"Code of Conduct of the Responsible Business Alliance," Winmate also requires
suppliers in the supply chain to comply with environmental protection, safety and
health, labor human rights, and labor conditions.
No conflict minerals
Conflict minerals refer to metals mined in armed conflicts, illegal mining,
human rights violations, and inferior working environments, especially minerals
controlled by the armed forces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
neighboring countries, including tantalum, tin, tungsten and gold are used to
fund armed conflicts. Because metal is widely used in the technology industry
and manufacturing industry, it has become a risk that needs to be monitored in
sustainable supply chain management. Since 2013, Winmate has completely
banned the use of metals from conflict mining areas in its products. At the same
time, it has announced the "Conflict Minerals Procurement Statement" to suppliers,
and also requires suppliers to assume Environmental, Social and Corporate
Governance, conduct detailed investigations on the use of minerals, and complete
RMI CMRT Conflict Minerals Survey Form” to ensure that products do not use
mentioned above conflict minerals.
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4.1 Climate Change
Climate change is a global issue. In the global warming crisis, reducing carbon emissions and environmental damage is the responsibility of all companies. There is a capacity for
expansion and hidden opportunities and risks, but companies must be prepared to meet such challenges in advance.
Climate Change Risk Management
By participating in various domestic environmental sustainability-related activities and understanding environmental-related issues from stakeholders, such as governments,
investors, customers and the general public, the following types of risk and potential opportunities have been evaluated:
Risk items

Legal
risk

Real
risk

Other
risks

Risk or impact caused

Opportunity and solutions

There may be more stringent greenhouse gas
emission control, increasing the responsibility
and risk of corporate greenhouse gas emission
reduction.

1. Commitment to set greenhouse gas reduction targets.
2. C
 hange the way products are designed, produced, supplied and
operated.

Governments of various c ountries are discussing
the introduction of carbon taxes, energy taxes or
environmental taxes.

May lead to an increase in business operating costs.

1.  Promote employees to implement low-carbon concepts at all levels of
the company.
2. F
 rom raw material selection to import design simplification (such as
reducing the number of design parts, sharing standardization... etc.).

Failure of climate change mitigation and adaptation

The frequency and intensity of extreme weather
events and natural disasters have increased, causing
impacts on business operations, employees, and
supply chains, and even endangering lives and
property.

1.  Continue to develop green design, green production, green supply
chain, energy management and high value-added innovation.
2.  Conduct analysis and risk assessment, emergency response planning
and drills for natural disasters.
3.  Measures to save water and electricity to improve the efficiency of
energy resource use.

Changes in consumption patterns

Consumers will gradually value and choose
low-carbon and environmentally friendly products.

Actively develop products or services that are more energy-efficient,
more environmentally friendly, and more cost-effective, enhance the
company's green image, and increase the company's turnover and
market share.

Company image and goodwill

Stakeholders and external groups expect companies
to improve their environmental performance.

To shape an enterprise that respects personal rights and can use
technology to improve human life and environmental protection.

International agreements regulate the carbon
reduction commitments and policies of countries
around the world, and Taiwan implemented the
"Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Management Law
Implementation Rules."

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Risk identification

Adaptation

Mitigation

Sustainable
development
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4.2 Environmental Policy
To protect the environment and maintain the safety and health of all employees, a
"Company Environmental Safety and Health Policy" was created. Winmate focuses
on the production and development of rugged tablet computers and handheld
devices. Its products are sold all over the world. To continue providing customers
with high-quality products and services, the company adopt environmental
management targets, green products, health and safety management, all to
achieve sustainable development.
In addition, to comply with the relevant environmental protection regulations, we
are committed to reducing the environmental impact caused by activities and
services in manufacturing and servicing processes. The goal is to create a balance
between the economy and environmental protection. Winmate promises to:
Obey the law:

Reduce impact:

Continuous improvement:

Goals and strategies
1. Quality of drinking water - test pass rate is 100%.
2. 1% energy saving in electricity consumption.
3. Greenhouse gas reduction

M
 edium-range goal: In 2021, emissions per
million revenues (TWD) will be reduced by 5%
compared to the base year in 2016.

Strategies

Obtain, identify, follow and comply with regulations and
other requirements to reduce the environmental impact
of Winmate's manufacturing and servicing processes.
All relevant information is properly communicated to the
employees.
To effectively control environmental impacts, provide
appropriate protective facilities and equipment while
establishing standard operation to prevent environmental
impacts caused by hazardous substances and waste
management.
Promote environmental policies aimed at cleaner production
processes and pollution prevention, establish control
measurement related to significant environmental impacts,
and evaluate the environmental management system
effectiveness as the basis for performance evaluation.

Education implementation

Improve the quality of employees, enrich their technical
and professional knowledge, and determine their
required capabilities to improve work performance. Rising
employees' awareness of personal responsibilities and
promote participation in environmental management.

Consultation and
communication:

Strengthen interactions of employees, the public,
suppliers, and other stakeholders. Establish channels
for communicating environmental policies and related
messages, and give appropriate responses.

S
 hort-term goal: The reduction target is a 1%
reduction in emissions per million of revenue (TWD).

Goals

Promote various energy-saving measures and management
plans to reduce energy consumption and environmental
impact.

1. C
 onduct monthly tests for the drinking water quality
and publish reports on the announcement board.

Achievement
measurements
and
conditions

2. In 2020, the annual average temperature fluctuated,
which led to an increase in air-conditioning electricity
consumption and process equipment. Therefore,
electricity consumption increased by 3.23% over
last year, failing to reach the target.

3. Commit
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Based on the 2016 fiscal year, emissions per million
of revenue (TWD) in 2020 was reduced by 24.87%.

4. Establish a process control to reduce energy
consumption. Related SOPs have been documented
and controlled.
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Environmental protection management
The main manufacturing unit of Winmate is related to assembly production, which
has a relatively small impact on the environment. The self-planning, establishment,
and operation of process equipment in the factory area all follow energy efficiency.
The following are environmental management items:

•P
 roduction electricity: production machinery and burn-in tests are the main
sources of electricity consumption. Production is based on a production
schedule, where power is turned off during rest periods to avoid idling or
unnecessary power consumption.
• Winmate energy consumption

(1) Water resources:
• Water saving: there is wastewater generated in the process. The primary use
of water is for employee's domestic use. In the washroom, the faucet and toilet
use the sensory water supply to reduce water waste. The total annual water
consumption in 2020 is 561 degrees.
• Wastewater discharge: the company is in the factory building and shares
the sewage system of the building, which is commissioned by qualified
professionals and is tested and reported regularly. The final discharge of water
is in a freshwater river basin; the discharge water test data in 2020 meets the
legal standards.
(2) Electricity consumption: mainly for lighting, air conditioning, and
production.
•L
 ighting equipment: at present, company lighting consists of T5 and T8-LED
lamps. Light reduction measures are implemented in the office corridor area;
there is also a light switch map in the factory area to make on-site personnel
aware of the light's location. Lighting is turned off in non-working areas to
reduce power consumption.
• Air-conditioning equipment:
commercial air-conditioning
is used, with a total heat
exchanger, regular filter
cleaning, and timing device
settings to reduce power
consumption. There is also
a map of where all the air
conditioners are located.
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(3) Waste management and treatment: aiming at safety, sanitation,
harmlessness, and resource utilization. The company prioritizes proper
waste treatment at the source to focus on environmental benefits. The
waste disposal instructions are as follows:
•C
 lassification management: the resources and hazardous industrial waste
are classified and managed in different areas. The name, diagram, and code
of the waste are posted in each area to help personnel separate and classify
the different types of garbage. The waste disposal environment and storage
conditions are routinely checked monthly.
•M
 anufacturing package materials: all packaging is recycled in a dedicated
area, where the manufacturer regularly reuses the material when deemed
suitable.
•G
 eneral household garbage: general waste is taken care of by the dedicated
cleaning staff and is placed in the waste recycle area of the building and handled
by the cleaning and transportation company assigned by the building management
committee. General waste in 2020 amounted to about 220,000 liters.
•F
 ood waste: food waste buckets are used, which are then collected and
processed daily by the appointed personnel.
•O
 ffice waste: it is divided into different categories such as paper, foam, plastic,
fluorescent lamp, battery, etc., which are cleaned and transported by the
building cleaning staff into the recycling areas at regular intervals, and then
handed over to qualified cleaning companies for recycling.
•H
 azardous industrial waste: electronic components, scraps, and defective
products are categorized and stored in a specific area to avoid pollution
caused by storage-sharing with other waste material. After being cleaned and
processed regularly according to laws and regulations by qualified cleaning
companies. For sale, use, recycling, incineration, or sanitary burial, the total
volume of hazardous industrial waste removed in 2020 was 303 kg.
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4.3 Green Product
Winmate is committed to the design and development of green products. The company not only complies with industrial environmental protection trends in the international
market, but it also adopts green products as the company's basic obligation and duty to fulfill its part as a global corporate citizenship. Product design thinking is based on the
"product life cycle" whereby the environmental impact of various life cycles, such as raw material procurement, manufacturing, transportation and distribution, consumer use
disposal and recycling.

■ ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management System Certification
■ ISO 14064-1 Greenhouse Gas Inventory
■ Pollution Prevention and Pollution Reduction Treatment
■ Chemical Control and Waste Treatment

■ Adopt IECQ/QC 080000:2017 Hazardous Substance
Management System
 oHS Compliant, REACH andsubstance of high
■R
concern, and SVHC, another related regulations
■ Ban conflict minerals

■ Packaging material optimization design
■ Reduce transportation trips
■ Recycled cardboard boxes

 omply with national electronic product
■C
safety certifications, including UL, FCC,
BSMI, etc

 ollow the EU Directive on Waste
■F
Electrical and Electronic Equipment
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Green products management
To meet the environmental protection requirements of customers and the
hazardous substance of the products in the sales area, green products
manufactured by Winmate followed the IECQ QC 080000 Hazardous Substance
Process Management System (HSPM) since 2009. Winmate has also passed the
third-party verification to obtain the certificate.
R&D and design
The quality assurance unit adheres to the green product environmental protection
regulations and customer green product standard requirements, evaluates and
appropriately revised the No Hazardous Substance Management Procedure. The
review of materials by the responsible unit helps to ensure that the materials meet
the design requirements of HSF attributes.
Manufacturing
The green products manufactured by Winmate are subject to monthly random
inspection by the inspection unit and a third-party laboratory commissioned
to test hazardous substances to ensure that the incoming materials meet the
requirements of the RoHS Hazardous Substances Testing Practice.
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4.4 Green Procurement

4.5 Greenhouse Gas Management

In addition to producing green products, Winmate also fully promotes green
procurement for internal equipment to establish a sustainable supply chain,
drive green product manufacturing processes, and create products with lower
environmental impact. The company has taken initiatives to use recyclable
materials, low-pollution production, and resource-saving facilities to promote green
consumption for employees, which helps the company achieve multiple benefits of
environmental education, energy conservation, carbon reduction, and cost savings.

The impact, adjustment, and mitigation of global climate change have become one
of the most critical environmental issues in the world. To strengthen Winmate's
green initiatives, we must first understand our environmental performance and
hope that we can continue to improve from the inside out to create the company's
sustainable value. Winmate evaluates the effectiveness of greenhouse gas
management through carbon emission checks and expects to contribute towards
the overall national carbon reduction goals positively.

•P
 rioritize the purchase of electrical appliances and equipment that meets the
energy-saving mark or the same level of high efficiency to encourage the use of
green products, such as energy-saving refrigerators, energy-saving lamps, etc.

Since 2008, Winmate follows the International Standards
Organization, ISO 14061-1 for greenhouse gas inventory.
After that, the company has carried out annual greenhouse
gas checks and set 2016 as the base year for self-check.
Also, establish internal documentation and verification
procedures to promote environmentally-focused participation
from all employees. Winmate is a non-energy-intensive
industry, whereby greenhouse gas emissions mainly come
from purchased electricity that accounts for more than 90%.
Therefore, the company strives to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by saving electricity.

•M
 ulti-function printers are lease instead of purchase and integrated the multidepartmental equipment. Compared with single-purpose printer, they can reduce
energy consumption and reduce the use of consumables and product life cycle
activities.
• Adopt inductive faucets to reduce water waste.
•P
 rocurement of photocopy paper that meets the PEFC (Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification) certification and contributes to the effective
use of forest resources and ecological maintenance.
• T he printer uses environmentally
friendly toner cartridges to save costs
and recycle to reduce waste.

Goal and course

Greenhouse gas emissions
Winmate has been continuously conducting annual greenhouse
gas checks since 2007. The GWP value of the second
assessment report published by the IPCC in 1995 is adopted
for data consistency. The fuel default coefficient mainly adopts
the version of IPCC 2006, and the power coefficient of the
factory adopts the framework from the Taiwan Ministry of
Economic Affairs Bureau. At present, Scope 3 is not included in
the scope of the disclosure. Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse
gas emission trends (2018-2020) are as follows:
Base year

2016

2018

2019

2020

Scope 1

35.64

38.55

37.98

40.07

Scope 2

717.06

751.47

741.26

734.44

Total emissions (Ton CO2e)

752.70

790.02

779.24

774.51

Emissions per million Taiwan
dollars revenue
(Ton CO2e/ Million TWD)

0.559

0.505

0.468

0.420
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5.1 Human Resources
Talent Management
Winmate regards employees as an important asset. The company defends the
rights of every employee by establishing a friendly workplace environment, provide
a space for learning and growth, and prohibits any discrimination related to gender,
race, color, religion, nationality, and age. To promote the harmony between the
workforce and management, unite all employees, and take employee ideas into
account – an Employee Welfare Committee has been established to promote the
various employee welfare measures, which includes employee group insurance,
health checks, tourism activities, club activities, year-end activities, birth and
marriage allowances, condolences and relief subsidies, etc. To strengthen the
communication between labor and management, the company provides channels
for reflecting employee opinions, includes employee suggestion boxes, complaints
channels, satisfaction surveys, proposal systems, etc.

Staff profile
As of December 2020, the number of Winmate employees was 396 (215 men and
181 women) in Taiwan. All senior executives are Taiwanese. Foreign employees are
restricted by the law to sign fixed-term contracts, and the rest of the employees
are hired under open-date agreement, or short-term staffing is hired to meet
the production demands. The employees' age, gender, nationality, education
background, special needs, type of labor contract, new entrants, turn-over, and
the salary ratio of men and women employees are shown in the figure below:
Workforce statistics in 2020: 396 employees

Under 30

Age

If there are significant operational changes, Winmate follows the law to notify
employees 10 to 30 days in advance based on their seniority and promptly assists
employees in applying for government subsidies or supporting internal transfer.
Recruitment and appointment
Winmate follows a rigorous process in appointments, starting from the annual
human resources budget, multiple channels of talent recruitment, selection, and
arrangement. The company strives to attract talents with excellent abilities in
various fields and seeks employees who agree with the corporate philosophy.
Human growth
With the development
and expansion of the
company, the number of
employees has grown
steadily year by year.
In 2020, the number of
employees was 396, an
increase of 12% from
2019.

31-49

Gender

Over 50

Men
Women

Ph.D/ Master
Bachelor
Nationality

Taiwanese

Education

Associate

Foreigner
High School
(and lower)

Open-date
Workforce

General
Special need

Labor
contract

Fixed term
Short-term
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2020 Employee turnover
Category

New recruits

Parental leave
Age

Men

Women

Under 30

35

31

31-49

13

19

Over 50

1

0

New recruits (excluding resignation within three months of probation
period): 99

Under 30
Voluntary
Turnover

25

25

31-49

13

9

Over 50

0

0

Resigned personnel
(excluding resignation within three months of probation period): 72

The salary ratio of male and female employees
Salary ratio

Men

Women

The minimum salary standard and the legal
minimum wage ratio

1

1

Statistics of the number of childcare stays

men

women

total

2020 Number of people eligible to apply for parental leave
(2018-2020 maternity leave / paternity leave)

18

13

31

The actual number of applications for parental leave in 2020

1

2

3

The number of people who should be reinstated after parental
stay in 2020 (a)

1

2

3

The actual number of reinstatements in childcare leave in 2020 (b)

0

1

1

The actual number of reinstatements of childcare leave in 2019 (c)

1

3

4

Reinstatement rate (b/a)

1

3

4

The number of people who continuously work for one
year after reinstatement of parental leave (d)

-

50%

33%

Parental leave rate (d/c)

-

100%

100%

1

The ratio of female to male minimum salary
The ratio of the average salary of the lowest
rank to the legal minimum wage
The average salary ratio of female to male
lowest rank

According to the Gender Work Equality Act, employees who have served for six
months can apply for unpaid parental leave before each child reaches three years
old for up to two years. Before the expiration of the leave period, the company will
take the initiative to contact and arrange the follow-up procedure for reinstatement.
The relevant statistics are as follows:

1.04

1.03
0.99
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Talent Education
Winmate adheres to the concept of "cultivating talents and caring for employees",
in order to help employees develop and achieve the company's common goals.
An excellent operating model was established and follows the talent development
quality management system (TTQS) to formulate "PDDRO" "Education and Training
Management Procedures". This helps to organize various studies and trainings to
enhancethe employees' professional skills and knowledge, which in turn helps to
strengthen their work attitudes.
Plan

▌P
 erform personnel functions based on organizational goals, human
resource allocation and quality expectations.
Evaluation and analysis to understand the annual training needs and
direction.

Design

▌ Integrate stakeholders through emails, phone calls, questionnaires,
interviews, meetings, etc.
The consensus on setting course goals, expected results and evaluation
methods.

Do

▌E
 nsure that the course participants, lecturers, teaching materials and
teaching methods are sound.
The process goals are linked and fully recorded.

Review

▌F
 rom the planning stage, the link between the curriculum and the
organization's goals must be maintained and regularly reviewed through
proper verification, scheduling, meetings and reports to improve the

Outcome

▌A
 ccording to the effectiveness of the evaluation method, the transfer,
and application of training results to improve employee functions and
organizational performance, and improve the knowledge base.

Establish a core training system for talent cultivation
and development, including OJT (On the Job
Training), Off-JT (Off the Job Training), and S.D (Self
Development) to provide employees with an open
and diverse learning environment. Employees also
go through KSA (Knowledge, Skill, Attitude) function
inventory, as well as regular performance appraisal
and interviews, which are also supplemented by
career planning, job rotation and project assignment,
the training system is introduced to make up for the
gap in ability, and even improve employee functions
to strengthen employee competitiveness.

OJT
- New counselor system
- Team/unit cooperation
- Project team operation
-S
 upervisor evaluation
counseling
-C
 ourse application/
implementation

Off-JT
- Management courses
- Professional Courses
- General courses
- M
 anagement system
training
-S
 pecific personnel
training
- Counseling

SD
- D
 omestic and foreign
training
- O
 nline teaching
platforme-learning
- N
 ewspapers and
magazines
- book club
- Knowledge Base

Employees are the most cherished asset. Once they become part of the Winmate
family, special personnel from the unit are arranged to provide OJT tutoring. In
addition to online courses, physical classes are regularly set up for newcomers
to give them enough resources to be familiar with the company environment
and operating procedures. External training is also dispatched annually, where
professional lecturers are arranged to offer system verification, professional
knowledge, core function general knowledge, and management courses.
Knowledge is then transferred and exchanged internally to further promote active
learning. To actively improve the company culture, each employee contributes by
offering what they have learned, improving work quality and excellence in work. At
the same time grow personal career development. In addition to OJT, SD, online
courses, and counseling, the number of courses in 2020 exceeded 200 classes,
with more than 4,000 participating colleagues. The average training hours per
person was about 10.5 hours.

Training hours per quarter

Training participation rate per quarter
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Performance Management

5.2 Employee Relations

To truly understand the abilities and working status, Winmate conducts
performance appraisals twice a year and the probation period for new employees
is within three months of their employment. The appraisal content includes work
review, performance results, and set future goals as the basis for implementing
rewards and punishments, training planning, salary, job adjustments, etc., all for
improving employee performance, overall company performance, and sustainable
operation.

Employee Rights

In 2020, the percentage of full-time employees at Winmate who received
performance appraisals was 100%.

Human rights management
Winmate follows the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA), which has human
resources policies, work rules, and related personnel management regulations.
The company promises to treat all employees with fairness, reasonableness,
friendliness, dignity, and respect. In addition, Winmate protects the human and
work rights of the employees, strictly prohibits child labor or any form of forced
labor, illegal discrimination, or unequal acts. The relevant labor laws and basic
human rights principles shall be observed to protect the legitimate rights and
interests of the employees, including:
1. L
 egal protection: the labor-management agreement, which regulates the rights
and responsibilities for both parties, employee behavior and ethics codes,
working hours, salary policies, and benefits according to legal standards.
2. P
 rohibition of child labor: no workers under 16 will be employed, and applicants
will be identified and verified accordingly.
3. N
 on-discrimination: no deviation in employment and work due to race, skin
color, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, pregnancy, belief, political affiliation,
social, or marital status.
4. S
 exual harassment and violence prevention: protecting gender equality in work
and human dignity, prohibiting any coercive, violent, and sexual harassment
behaviors, formulating Sexual Harassment Prevention and Punishment
Measures, also Work Standards for Prevention of Violence in the Workplace
and Grievance Management, whereby set up complaint mailboxes and
hotlines to provide employees with communication channels when their legal
rights were violated. In 2020, there were no violations related to human rights,
discrimination, forced labor or sexual harassment.
5. F
 ree association: All employees have the right of association and collective
negotiation freedom. Through collective negotiation, a harmonious relationship
between management and the workforce can be established, thus increase
work efficiency.
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Salary management
Salary principles follow the local's laws and regulations. The starting salary is never
less than the basic salary stipulated by the law. The company provides a fair and
reasonable salary based on employee position, academic experience, professional
knowledge, and reference to the market salary level, regardless of gender, race,
color, religion, or nationality. Regular performance appraisals and market salary
surveys are conducted to adjust the salary, to give back to employees and attract
the promotion and retention of outstanding talents while promoting employment
opportunities. In addition, the men and women employees have equal salary plans,
promotion opportunities, and fair competition in an equal workplace environment.
In 2020, the ratio of female supervisors was 24%.
Retirement protection

Employee Benefits
Winmate has set up an Employee Welfare Committee (referred to as the Welfare
Committee) following the "Employee Welfare Regulations" and uses welfare funds
to promote various welfare measures, protect employees' quality of life, and
enhance labor-management harmony. Welfare comes from the monthly allocation
of 0.05% of the company's total operating income and 0.5% of the employee's
monthly salary.
Group insurance has been planned for employees to obtain complete coverage
and provide employees with the best care and protection. In addition, after work,
employees are encouraged to convene and organize clubs for a better work-life
balance.

After retirement, the Labor Retirement Measures and the Labor Retirement Reserve
Supervision Committee were established by law to support the employees. By the
Labor Standards Law provisions, retirement reserves were regularly allocated and
stored in a dedicated bank account in Taiwan to protect labor rights.
1. E
 mployees who began before July 1, 1994: a monthly labor retirement
reserve of 2% of the total monthly salary is allocated, supervised by the Labor
Retirement Reserve Supervision Committee. The balance of the pension reserve
account at the end of 2020 was 13.63 million TWD.
2. E
 mployees with applicable labor pension regulations: a monthly labor pension
of 6% of the monthly salary is allocated and stored in the employee's labor
pension account.
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5.3 Healthy Workplace

Year

Disability
injury
frequency

Disability
injury
severity rate

Total
damage
index

Occupational
disease rate

Absenteeism

2018

0

0

0

0

1.34%

2019

2.8

47

0.36

0

1.45%

2020

1.3

6.7

0.09

0

1.42%

Workplace Safety Management
Although Winmate has not introduced the ISO 45001 occupational safety and
health management system, the company aims to prevent occupation disasters
by helping ensure the health and safety of all employees, following occupational
safety and health-related regulations. The company has established a firstlevel management unit for health and safety affairs and an occupational health
and safety committee. The general manager serves as the board chairman to
manage plans for the health and safety of all employees. There are ten committee
members, 6 of which are workforce representatives – and the proportion of these
members exceed 50% of the committee.
In addition, emergency management procedures and various operating standards
have been set up, whereby independent equipment inspections are conducted.
In addition, health and safety measures such as fire protection, general hazard
educational training, chemical management in factory conditions, and the
prevention of occupation disasters are all implemented. As a result, employees
can gain a deeper understanding of handling equipment and reduce humanrelated injuries in the long term. Moreover, fire-fighting equipment and drills are also
routinely conducted to ensure a safe and lower work-risk environment.

Note：
(1) F
 requency of Disability Injury (FR) = Number of Disability Injuries × 106 ÷ total working hours
(2) S
 everity rate (SR) = total days lost by disability injury × 106 ÷ total working hours
(3) Total damage index = (FR×SR÷1,000)½
(4) O
 ccupational disease rate (ODR) = total of occupational diseases × 106 ÷ total working hours
(5) Absence rate = personal leave + sick leave / number of hours due to attendance × 100%

The company has no fatal occupational accidents in 2020, whereby there
was only one account of damage. The main reasons relate to traffic accidents
during commuting to and from work; active promotion of traffic safety has been
implemented. Meanwhile, KIM human-induced hazard risk assessment indicators
are applied to implement personnel operation assessment, deploy personnel
operation status, and reduce harm. In addition, the company purchased moving
tools (vacuum movers) to move heavy or difficult objects.
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Safety and Health Area
Health management
Employees are an essential asset of the company, and we hope that all
employees are healthy, both body and mind. Winmate provides employees with
comprehensive care, regular annual health checks, and inspection items that
exceed regulations to monitor all employees' health effectively. Nursing staff
management provides care and tracking for employees with potential health
risks, whereby employees have access to health consultations and education
with resident physicians. These incentives help employees better understand
their physical conditions and provide follow-up medical consulting services.
"Management for prevention of human hazards", "Management for prevention
of diseases caused by abnormal workload", "Management for prevention of
workplace violence and grievance" are also established to prevent employees
from overworking and develop the safe working condition. In terms of hardware,
engineering improvements, protective equipment, and personal protective
equipment are all provided to reduce employees' exposure to hazards and reduce
the risk of occupational diseases. During the COVID-19 pandemic, alcohol and
medical masks are provided to reduce the risk of transmission. In response
to the pandemic update, electronic bulletin boards and mailboxes are used to
provide timely information on the latest pandemic situation, prevention, and health
education.
Health facilities
1. C
 ancer screening: Cancer is the top ten leading cause of death. In addition
to including colorectal cancer screening as the basic health check-up item,
Winmate also cooperates with the National Health Agency to regularly organize
a four-cancer screening program for early diagnosis and immediate treatment.
 ealthy meals: healthy meal options are available to help employees reduce their
2. H
intake of oil and salt, which reduces the risk of diseases and promotes healthy
weight loss.

3. W
 eight loss competition: to encourage employees' healthy diet. The weight loss
success rate was 15%, and the total weight lost by employees during the event
was 42.8 kg.

Breastfeeding room
Having a proper breastfeeding environment is
imperative, and Winmate provides a supportive
environment for breastfeeding mothers. Nearly half
of our female employees are women of childbearing
age. In consideration for the returning mothers after
maternity leave, the breastfeeding room can support
the transition back to work. In addition to providing
breastfeeding time per the law, Winmate also provides
a comfortable and undisturbed breastfeeding room.
The company establishes maternal health protection
operations, combining the resident physicians,
human resources, occupational safety personnel, and
supervisors to ensure that the physical and mental
health of pregnant, post-natal, and breastfeeding
female colleagues are all taken care of.
Healthy workplace certification
Most people spend nearly one-third or more of their
time in the workplace every day in their work lives.
The workplace can be said to be one of the critical
areas for health promotion. Winmate assumes its
social responsibilities to implement measures to be a
smoke-free workplace and provide a healthy working
environment for employees. In 2018, Winmate passed
the assessment and received the Healthy Workplace
Certification from the National Health Agency of the
Ministry of Health and Welfare. Providing a working
environment that allows employees to be physically and
mentally healthy is of the utmost importance for the firm.
Won “corporate health responsibility” by health
magazine
Commitment badge – knowledge, movement, food, and
supplementary – four major aspects to promote health.
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Set up AED (Automated external defibrillator)
Providing emergency protective measures for workplace safety, offer emergency
education and training, including CPR, AED operation standard procedures, and
emergency rescue courses.
Contractor management
The scope of Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance is not limited to
employees, shareholders and investors, suppliers, customers, and consumers.
Corporate outsourcers and contractors are also one of our important provide
employees with a safe and comfortable working environment to create corporate
profits and excellent products. The outsourcer or contractor is managed under
the "Contractor Management Operating Standards" when performing duties in the
factory. An application must be submitted when dangerous operations are required,
such as fire, overhead, unique electrical, hanging, and hypoxia. "Work Permits for
Hazardous Work" helps regulate contractors' safety, which also reduces personnel
damage caused by construction accidents. When signing a contract for the
project, the company's operating regulations state that the contractor is required
to sign the "Contract Safety and Health Management Commitment." The relevant
operators of the contractor must have qualified certificates and wear appropriate
personal protective equipment, and the construction site will also take appropriate
safety protection measures. In addition to routine inspections, independent
maintenance, and audits, external legal organizations are also regularly entrusted
to conduct equipment inspections and maintenance.
In 2020, no outsourcer or contractor has violated the operating regulations, and
there was no occurrence of occupational disasters or business losses.
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Winmate is a big caring family. In addition to pursuing high-quality growth and
operational performance, Winmate also hopes to achieve sustainable operations
while caring for its employees. The company follows the principles of "benefitting
society", with missions to serving as corporate social citizenship, caring for the
society through specific actions, urging the company and the community to
become an inseparable partnership, and actively exerting corporate influence.

6.1 Industry-University Cooperation
High-quality scientific and technological talents are the foundation for the
sustainable development of the industry. Through the industry-university
cooperation project, Ming Chi University of Technology students are provided with
off-campus internships to shorten the learning gap, get to know and familiarize
themselves with the workplace early, and find employment through internships. In
addition, we also carry out project-based industry-university cooperative research
projects with National Taiwan University (NTU) and National Taipei University of
Technology to jointly build a platform for R&D and technology cooperation.

Care for the environment
With the concept of "protecting the ocean and loving Taiwan", beach cleaning
activities at Wazihwei Beach, Ba Li District was held. In this way, employees, their
families, and friends are aware of marine environmental and coastline protection. A
total of 39 people participated in this activity, pick up 35 kg of garbage.
Care for the disadvantaged
Since 2011, the New Taipei City Government has promoted the "Full House of
Happiness, Bank of Goods" program. In partnership with various district offices,
social welfare service centers, New Hope Care Center, and civil social welfare
service units to jointly handle the integration of civil resources and the delivery of
welfare services. Donations from benevolent people have effectively distributed
to the hands of disadvantaged families. This program has become a foundation
for welfare sharing. In response to this event, Winmate delivered materials to
the Sanchong District Office, where social workers of the bank of goods obtain
appropriate resources for complicated and disadvantaged families in need.

In recent years, domestic professors have been offered high salaries to work
overseas. To retain talents, the Department of Business Administration of NTU
sponsored an "Academic Development and Faculty Recruitment" incentive of 1.08
million TWD from 2020 to 2029 to increase the salary of top scholars and lecturers
of NTU.

Winmate cares for disadvantaged children and subsidizes the Datong kindergarten
for a one-day trip to Puxin Ranch, allowing children to broaden their knowledge, be
entertained and educated while promoting physical and mental health. Meanwhile,
to maintain the health of all teachers, students, and staff of Xisong Elementary
School, Winmate donates a refrigerator to reduce food spoilage and food
poisoning risk by high temperatures.

6.2 Caring For Society

Support local farmers

Blood for Others
Blood donation helps
to alleviate shortages in
the health sector. W ith
quarterly donations and the
enthusiastic participation
of colleagues, Winmate
donated a total of 295 bags
of blood in 2020.

To assist local farmers in avoiding distributor exploitation and stabilizing prices,
Winmate bought 500 kg of pumpkin and 60 kg of banana as a gift to colleagues.
Besides supporting Taiwanese agricultural products, consuming fresh and
i n - s e a s o n f r ui t s a n d
vegetables can shorten
the mileage of food
transportation and reduce
carbon emissions.
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6.3 Participation in Industry Associations and Non-profit Organization
Membership

Regular
membership

Taipei computer association (TCA)

Yes

Promote technology applications, establish up-and downstream links for industrial control.

Taiwan external trade development (TAITRA)

Yes

Assist in promoting industrial development and innovation.

Taipei import and export association

Yes

Assist in providing information and exploring global business opportunities.

China edge computing industry association

Yes

Assist in promoting industrial development and innovation.

U.S. International society of automation (ISA)

Yes

Assist in providing information and exploring global business opportunities.

HDMI

Yes

Assist in promoting industrial development and innovation.

GS1

Yes

Assist in promoting industrial development and innovation, exploring global business opportunities.

Strategic significance
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GRI 102：General disclosure
Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

GRI 102：General disclosure
Page

1. Organization Overview

Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

Page

2. Strategy

4

102-1 Name of the organization

1.2 About Winmate

102-2 Activities, brands, products and services

3.1.2 Product
Development

102-3 Location of headquarters

1.2 About Winmate

4

102-4 Location of operations

1.2 About Winmate

4

102-5 Ownership and legal form

1.2 About Winmate

4

102-6 Market served

1.2 About Winmate

4

102-7 Organization size

1.2 About Winmate,
3.1.3 Operation
Performance

4, 31

102-8 Information about employees and other
workers

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

102-9 Supply chain

3.4 Supply Chain
Management

33

102-10 Major changes to the organization and its
supply chain

no

102-11 Precautionary principle or policy

2.3 Internal Control
System

102-12 External initiatives

No external initiatives
signed in 2020

102-13 Membership of the Public Association

6.3 Participation in
Industry Associations and
Non-profit Organization

28

102-14 Decision maker's statement

1.1 Message from our
Chairman

3

3. Ethics and integrity
102-16 Values, principles, standards and
codes of conduct

2.4 Integrity Management,
2.5 Compliance

21, 22

102-17 Mechanism for ethics-related
suggestions and concerns

1.3 Identification and
Communication,
2.4 Integrity Management

8, 21

19
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GRI 102：General disclosure
Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

GRI 102：General disclosure
Page

Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

Page

102-32 The role of the highest governance unit
in sustainable reporting

1.1 Message from our
Chairman,
1.3.1 Environmental, Social
and Corporate Governance,
2.7 Information Disclosure

3, 8,
26

102-34 Nature and total number of significant
events

1.3.1 Environmental, Social
and Corporate Governance,
2.1.3 Important Resolutions
and Implementation of the
Board of Directors

8, 15

102-35 Salary policy

2.2.2 Compensation
Committee

4. Governance
102-18 Governance structure

2.1 Board of Directors,
2.2 Committee

12, 16

102-19 Delegating authority

1.3.1 Environmental, Social
and Corporate Governance,
2.1 Board of Directors

8, 12

102-22 The composition of the highest
governance unit and its committee

2.1 Board of Directors,
2.2 Committee

12, 16

102-23 Chair of the highest governance
unit

2.1 Board of Directors,
2.2 Committee

12, 16

102-24 Nomination and selection of the
highest governance unit

2.1 Board of Directors,
2.2 Committee

12, 16

Omitted: The current nomination and selection of board members have not yet
considered the professional and experience of environmental and social aspects.

102-25 Conflict of interest

2.1 Board of Directors,
2.1.5 Conflict of Interest
Avoidance Principle
2.4.4 Integrity Management
Implementation Situation

16

Omitted: The current board of directors' compensation policies and distribution principles
do not include environmental and social performance.
5. Stakeholder communication

12,16,
22

102-26 Role of highest governance unit in
setting purpose, values, and strategy

2.1 Board of Directors

12

102-27 Collective knowledge of the
highest governance unit

2.1 Board of Directors

12

102-28 Performance evaluation of the
highest governance unit

2.1.4 Board Performance
Evaluation

16

Omitted: The current board performance evaluation does not include environmental and
social performance.

102-40 Stakeholder groups 1.3 Identification
and communication

1.3 Identification and
Communication

8

102-41 Group Agreement There is no union,
so no group agreement was signed

No union, so no group
agreement

-

102-42 Identification and selection
of stakeholders 1.3.2 Identification of
stakeholders

1.3.2 Identify Stakeholders

9

102-43 Guidelines for communication
with stakeholders 1.3 Identification
andcommunication

1.3 Identification and
communication

8

102-44 Key themes and concerns raised

1.3 Identification and
communication

8
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GRI 102：General disclosure
Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

GRI 103：Management approach
Page

Disclosure Number and Title
103-1 Explain major topics and their
boundaries

6.Reporting Practice
102-45 Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements
102-46 Define the report content and subject
boundary

About the Report

2

1.3.4 Identify Subject
Boundaries

11

102-47 List of major topics

1.3.3 Sort of Major Issues

10

102-48 Information reorganization

No change

-

102-49 Report changes

About the Report

2

201-1 Direct economic value generated and
distributed by the organization
201-3 Define welfare plan obligations and
other retirement plans

102-50 During the reporting period

About the Report

2

201-4 Financial subsidies from the overnment

102-51 Date of the last report

About the Report

2

102-52 reporting period

About the Report

2

About the Report

2

About the Report

2

102-55GRI Content Index

7. Appendix

54

102-56 External guarantee/assurance

Without external guarantee/
confirmation

102-53Contact person who can answer
questions related to the report
102-54 Announcement of reporting in
accordance with GRI standards

-

Chapter / Description
1.3.4 Identify Subject
Boundaries

Page
11

GRI201: Economic Performance, GRI204: Procurement practice,
GRI205: Anti-corruption
Disclosure Number and Title

202-1 Standard salary of grassroots personnel
of different genders
Minimum salary ratio 5.1.1 Talent management
202-2 Proportion of employing local residents
as senior management
204-1 Proportion of procurement expenditure
from local suppliers
205-3 Confirmed corruption incidents and
actions taken

Chapter / Description

Page

3.1.3 Operation Performance

31

2.5 Compliance

22

3.1.3 Operation Performance

31

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

3.4 Supply Chain anagement

33

2.4.4 Integrity Management
Implementation Situation

22

GRI302：Energy
Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

Page

301-1 Weight or volume of materials used

3.4 Supply Chain anagement

33

302-1 Energy consumption within the
organization

4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management
4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management

302-4 Reduce energy consumption

37
37
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GRI403: Occupational Safety and health, GRI404: Training and education,
GRI406: Non-discrimination

GRI305: Emission, GRI306: Effluents and waste, GRI307: Environmental compliance,
GRI308: Supplier environmental assessment
Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

Page

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

4.5 Greenhouse Gas
Management

42

305-2 Energy Indirect (Scope 2) Greenhouse
Gas Emissions

4.5 Greenhouse Gas
Management

42

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) greenhouse gs
emissions

4.5 Greenhouse Gas
Management

305-4 Greenhouse gas emission intensity

Disclosure Number and Title

Chapter / Description

Page

403-1 Workers in a formal safety and health
committee formed by labor and management
Author representative

5.3.1 Healthy workplace

48

42

403-2 Injury category, injury, occupational
disease, lost working days, absenteeism,
etc.,Ratio, and the number of deaths at work

5.3.1 Healthy workplace

48

4.5 Greenhouse Gas
Management

42

404-1 Average number of training hours per
employee per year

5.1.2 Talent Education

45

306-1Discharged water volume according to
water quality and discharge destination

4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management

37

404-2 Promotion of employee functions and
transition assistance program

5.1.2 Talent Education

45

306-2Waste by category and disposal method

4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management

37

5.1.3 Performance
Management

46

306-3Serious leakage 2.5 Regulatory
compliance

404-3Proportion of employees who regularly
receive performance and career development
reviews

2.5 Compliance

22

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

306-4 Waste transportation 4.1.1
Environmental protection management

4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management

405-1 Diversification of governance units and
employees

37

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

306-5 Water affected by discharge of runoff
and other (surface) runoffBody

4.2.1 Environmental
Protection Management

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and salary between
men and women

37

5.2.1 Human Rights
Management

43

307-1 Violation of environmental protection
regulations

406-1 Discrimination incidents and improvement
actions taken by the organization

2.5 Compliance

22

308-1 Adopt environmental standards to
screen new suppliers

3.4 Supply Chain anagement

33

Disclosure Number and Title

GRI401: Labor-Employment Relations, GRI402: Labor/Management relations
Disclosure Number and Title
401-1 New employees and employee turnover

GRI416: Customer Health and safety, GRI417: Marketing and labeling,
GRI418: Customer privacy, GRI419: Socio-economic compliance

Chapter / Description
5.1.1 Talent Management

Page
43

401-2 Benefits provided to all employees
5.2.2 Employee Benefits
(excluding temporary or part-time employees)

47

401-3 Parental leave

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

402-1 Minimum notice period for operational
changes

5.1.1 Talent Management

43

Chapter / Description

Page

416-1 Assess the impact of product and
service categories on health and safety

4.3 Green Products

37

416-2 Violation of health and safety laws and
regulations related to products and services

2.5 Compliance

21

417-2 Non-compliance with the information
and labeling laws and regulations of products
and services

2.5 Compliance

21

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance with
relevant laws and regulations on marketing
communication

2.5 Compliance

21

418-1 Complaints of confirmed violations of
customer privacy or loss of customer data

3.2 Information Security

29

419-1 Violation of laws and regulations in the
social and economic fields

2.5 Compliance

21

57

